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ABSTRACT
Whispering is a common type of speech which is not often studied in speech
technology. Perceptual and physiological studies show us that whispered
speech is subtly diﬀerent from phonated speech, and is surprisingly able to
carry a tremendous amount of information. In this dissertation we con-
sider the question: What makes whispering a good form of communication?
We examine the diﬀerences between normal phonated speech and whispered
speech, and gauge the eﬀectiveness of state-of-the-art speech recognition al-
gorithms at recognizing whisper. Our perceptual experiments add to the
literature on the intelligibility of whispered speech. Comparisons with ASR
results yield interesting insights into the diﬀerences between the two systems.
A method for building speech recognizers for whispered speech using lim-
ited whispered speech data is proposed and evaluated. Our approach ef-
fectively performs speaker-adaptation for whispered speech acoustic models
without needing whispered speech from the target speaker. Results show im-
provement over the standard speaker-independent models. Our work opens
up additional avenues for research, which are outlined in the conclusions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1 Introduction: The Trouble with Whispering
Human speech is a natural mode of communication that is well studied but
perhaps not well understood. At least, engineers have so far failed to apply
our understanding to practice  automatic speech recognition (ASR) tech-
niques fall far short of human performance. Simple changes in the recording
environment and in speaking style will deteriorate the performance of ex-
isting state-of-the-art techniques. In this dissertation we are concerned with
one simple but devastating (to performance), yet not often studied, deviation
to normal speech  whispering.
Several pressing problems persist with the study of whispered speech recog-
nition, the foremost of which is the lack of a large, systematic, publicly
available corpus for study. This in turn presents an interesting problem:
Can algorithms be designed that will work with whispering, using a reason-
able amount of normal speech and minimal amount of whispered speech for
training? How is whispered speech diﬀerent from normal speech, and how
do these diﬀerences manifest in the acoustics and aﬀect the performance of
speech recognition? More fundamentally, how good is whispering itself as
a channel for conveying spoken information, even between human speakers
and listeners?
All of these problems, while not necessarily resolved, are addressed by the
data and experiments in this dissertation. Before we do so, it is important
to understand in greater detail the nature of speech and whisper as we un-
derstand them today.
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Figure 1.1: Components in speech understanding (taken from [4]).
1.2 Speech Communication
Speech is a primary mode of human communication that emerged late in
human evolution - the facilities for the production and perception of com-
municative speech can be thought of as having evolved from pre-existing
anatomy evolved for breathing [1] and eating. Although it is unclear if the
eating apparatus further coevolved as anatomical changes to permit speech
developed,1 most deﬁnitely there is a multiplexing of several, non-speech re-
lated functions on the same physiological setup. The impact of this evolution
is tremendous, especially in terms of the human articulatory apparatus; at a
ﬁrst glance it appears to be nothing at all like an engineering system designed
for the sole purpose of communication.
The complex process of communicating messages with spoken language
may be broken down into stages. As shown in Figure 1.1, communication
begins with the formulation of the message, and goes through several stages,
propagating through the acoustic medium, and goes up the message analysis
1Comparative study of primate skulls [2] provides evidence that properties allowing
speech articulation, such as the lowering of the larynx and compaction of muscle struc-
tures to the base of the skull thus increasing the mobility of the tongue, co-occurred and
perhaps were a result of man taking an upright posture. At the same time, lowering of the
larynx increases the danger of food going into the breathing airways and could be seen as
counterproductive to more eﬃcient eating [3].
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chain, ending with message comprehension. Prior to actual articulation of
the message, we may have cognitive processes that decide what words to
communicate in the ﬁrst place, and after receiving the sounds and decoding
them in the ear there are linguistic and cognitive processes that perform
actual understanding of the message, where semantics and pragmatics come
into play. However, if we are more concerned with what goes on close to
the acoustic medium itself, in engineering terms we are left with basically
the articulatory apparatus (transmitter), a medium over which the sound
propagates (channel), and apparatus that hears and performs initial decoding
of the incoming speech sounds (receiver). The corresponding apparatus for
transmitting and receiving speech, the ﬁelds of study associated with them
and the machine technologies that have been developed can be broken down
in this manner as illustrated by Table 1.1.
The rest of this section will provide the reader with an understanding of key
ideas in the related sub-ﬁelds in linguistics (phonetics) [5, 6], psychophysics
[7] and engineering (speech technology) [8], starting with the source of the
speech signal, then examining in detail the recognition and identiﬁcation of
speech, and ﬁnally looking at how speech sounds manifest in the acoustic
waveform.
Just as it is suboptimal to design the transmitter of a communicative sys-
tem independently of the channel and the receiver, and preferable to consider
the limitations on the entire link at once [9], it would seem myopic to study
speech without an understanding of all three domains - articulatory (speech
production), perceptual (cognition), and acoustic (waveform and spectro-
gram) [6]. The linguistic units (e.g., phones, syllables and words) that make
up a spoken language manifest in all three domains:
• In speech production, they can be described in terms of the movement
and neural control of the speech articulators. The articulatory corre-
lates are articulatory kinematic variables correlated with the absence
or presence of the linguistic unit.
• In speech perception, they can be described in terms of perceptual cor-
relates  the stimulus-response in the auditory nerve and tonotopic
excitations within the auditory cortex.
• In acoustic phonetics, they can be described in terms of acoustic cor-
3
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relates  these are any acoustic measurements that correlate with the
absence or presence of the linguistic unit, examples of which are the
location and transition of the formants and spectral shape of noise-like
regions.
Phonemes: Consonants and Vowels
The study of speech sounds is known as phonetics [10]. Despite the wide
variance and sheer number of languages available in the world today, the basic
sounds of any language can be categorized into perceptually similar short
segments of speech. There are many phonological theories which concern this,
but the more popular ones involve the phoneme. An unwavering deﬁnition
of phoneme itself is a point of contention even among linguists [11], but we
shall try to provide a useable deﬁnition here that we as speech technology
engineers can use.
• The phoneme is a readily identiﬁable unit of speech  usually it is a
minimally distinctive unit of sound in a language. It is also related
to the distribution of letter-sounds in alphabetic languages. To the
layman, the phoneme appears to correspond to basic speech sounds
that make up a word (for instance /k ae sh/ in ARPAbet [12] or /k
æ S/ in IPA [13]). Although it need not be a natural construct of all
languages, nor is it a necessary part of all phonological systems and
theories, it appears that a phonemic inventory exists for all languages
[11].
• In English, phonemes can be generally categorized as either vowels or
consonants, each of which have diﬀerent articulatory, acoustic and per-
ceptual properties [14]. Consequently, they have acoustic and percep-
tual correlates  the identity of a phoneme can be signaled by features
in the acoustic waveform (e.g. CV transitions), or by excitation of spe-
ciﬁc regions in the auditory cortex (i.e. a tonotopic mapping). Some
phonologists [15] even go so far as to suggest a fourth correlate: a men-
tal representation of phoneme as it is to be produced, although there
is no compelling reason why this cannot be the same as the perceptual
representation of a phoneme.
5
• Vowels are produced with a relatively open vocal tract, and thus have a
resonant sound [5]. In contrast, consonants are produced with a narrow
constriction, sometimes causing turbulence in the airﬂow (fricatives);
in some cases there is a complete stoppage of the airﬂow (stops).
• Phonemes string into words, usually in a consonant-vowel (CV) or
consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) pattern. Each language's phonemes
may manifest diﬀerently (i.e. allophones) depending on their location
in the word. (E.g. in English, /t/ is accompanied by a puﬀ of air 
i.e. aspirated  when it occurs at the start of words, but it is not
aspirated when it is at the end) [14].
• A speciﬁc language may have its own unique set of phonemes and allo-
phones. Similar sounding words can often be distinguished by the dif-
ference in just one phoneme; such pairs of words (e.g. bash /b æS/ vs.
dash /d æS/, diﬀer only in place of articulation of the ﬁrst phoneme)
are called minimal pairs. Furthermore, the possible combinations of
sounds in a language tend to be severely limited; for instance, in Man-
darin, words tend to be CV or CVC in nature, with the ﬁnal consonant,
excepting retroﬂex ﬁnals, either an /n/ or /­/ [16]. Grammatically
allowed concatenations of phonemes within a language are governed by
its phonotactics [17].
• In actual speech, the movement of the articulators and the control of
the glottis are not strictly synchronized - while perceptually we can eas-
ily identify whether a consonant follows a vowel or vice versa, within
the acoustic signal it is often hard to ﬁnd a strict time boundary sep-
arating a pair of contiguously articulated phonemes. Rapid movement
of the articulators in natural speech results in co-articulation - which
can be thought of as a kind of inter-symbol interference, manifesting
as diﬀerent acoustic observations for diﬀerent contexts preceding or
following a phoneme. Consequently, it is useful to consider the charac-
teristics of syllables rather than phones, as all languages are syllabic,
and the identity of CV sequences is largely manifest in the ﬁrst and
second formant transition [18].
The study of phoneme manifestation in the acoustic waveform or spec-
trogram (i.e. the acoustic correlates) falls under the sub-ﬁeld of acoustic
6
Figure 1.2: Sounds of the world's languages (taken from Peter Ladefoged's
website [20]).
phonetics [19]. The sounds of the world's languages can be organized by
their properties, as shown in the International Phonetic Association (IPA)
chart in Figure 1.2. The chart shows how consonants and vowels manifest
in the articulatory domain: vowels are organized by the height and posi-
tion of the tongue; consonants are organized by how they are articulated
and where they form the smallest constriction. This chart is readily avail-
able from Peter Ladefoged's website [20] or from the website of the IPA
(www.langsci.ucl.ac.uk/ipa).
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Distinctive Feature Theory
The phonemes in English may be distinguished by their distinctive features
[21]; these are binary properties or features which may be either present or
absent during their production. These features could be arranged hierarchi-
cally, but more often they are thought of in terms of two main groups:
• The articulator-bound features describe presence or absence of position
and or movement of the speech articulators. They can be further or-
ganized into three major groups, depending on whether they refer to
movement of articulators in the oral cavity, movement in the pharyn-
geal cavity or muscle stiﬀness in the larynx. These features include:
 movement in oral region  round, anterior, distributed, lateral,
high, low and back
 movement in pharyngeal region  nasal, advanced tongue root,
constricted tongue root, spread glottis and constricted glottis
 surface stiﬀness  stiﬀ vocal folds, or slack vocal folds
• The articulator-free features describe features or properties without
referring to the speech articulators, and these tend to be perceptual
in nature. These include features such as [consonantal], [vocalic],
[sonorant], [strident], and [continuant].
A thorough deﬁnition of all of these features is beyond the scope of this
writing, and the reader may refer to the excellent writings of Chomsky and
Halle [21], or modern textbooks on phonetics [10]. However, it must be noted
that all of the features, like phonemes themselves, can be thought of in terms
of their acoustic and perceptual correlates. The landmark can be thought of
as a sub-feature of a phoneme, in the sense that it is a linguistic unit that is
part of a phoneme, much as a phoneme can be part of a syllable or a word,
except that the part of relationship is largely temporal in nature. As these
are linguistic units, they can manifest in all three domains (articulatory, per-
ceptual and acoustic) in diﬀerent ways. In particular, the acoustic landmarks
used in speech recognition [22] are thought of by researchers as perceptual
correlates of distinctive features. We next look at how these phonemes are
produced, perceived and physically manifest in acoustics.
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1.2.1 Speech Production
Speech production involves many parts of the human upper body. Stevens
[5] divides these into three parts: the system below the larynx, the larynx
and the surrounding structures, and the structures and airways above the
larynx. This is illustrated with Figure 1.3(a). The system below the larynx
consists of the respiratory structures: the abdomen, lungs and trachea. The
lungs have a fractal-like quality to them  starting from the trachea these
branch out into smaller bronchi, eventually branching into sac-like alveoli
where gaseous exchange takes place during breathing. It is here that the
process of producing speech begins, as the respiratory system itself serves as
an energy source for phonated speech [6]. Similar to the expiration phase of
breathing, the diaphragm moves upwards and compresses air out of the lungs,
but the thoracic muscles and diaphragm contract in a controlled manner to
maintain a constant rate of decrease in lung volume and nearly constant
subglottal pressure [23]. This creates an airﬂow which passes through the
natural constriction formed by the laryngeal structures.
Figure 1.3(b) shows a close-up diagram of the larynx and vocal tract. Air-
ﬂow passes through vocal cords at the larynx, into the cavities formed by the
wall of the mouth (oral cavity) and breathing passage via the nose (nasal
cavity) [6]. The levator veli palatini muscle attaches to the soft palate 
its contraction raises the soft palate and seals oﬀ the nasal passage from
the oral cavity; lowering the soft palate allows air-ﬂow through the nasal
passage giving rise to a nasal sound. The vocal tract, consisting of the oral
and nasal cavities, acts somewhat like a resonant acoustic waveguide with a
closed boundary near the vocal cords, and an open boundary at the lips. The
resonant sound radiates outward from the lips as a pressure ﬁeld [8], where
it is picked up and perceived by human listeners as speech.
Normally spoken speech is phonated  this is due to action by the vocal
folds. They situate in the middle of the larynx, as shown in Figure 1.4(a),
and control air-ﬂow into the vocal tract. A top-down view of the larynx
showing the vocal folds and glottal conﬁguration is shown in Figure 1.4(b).
This is the view that is obtained through stroboscopy or laryngeoscopy. The
abduction (pulling apart) and adduction (pushing together) of the vocal folds,
and consequently opening and closing of the glottis, is controlled by the
vocalis, crioco-arytenoid and inter-arytenoid muscles. The crico-arytenoid
9
(a) Overview of lungs, larynx and vocal
tract (from Stevens [5])
(b) Close-up view of vocal tract (taken from
[24])
Figure 1.3: The human speech apparatus.
(a) Lateral view of the larynx (from Stevens
[5])
(b) Illustration of the vocal folds, as possi-
bly viewed from the top using a laryngeo-
scope (from Wikipedia Commons)
Figure 1.4: The larynx and vocal folds.
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muscles can be held tense or lax, respectively opening or closing the air
passage between the lungs and trachea to the mouth. The shape of the
glottal opening or so called glottal conﬁguration can take several forms,
depending on which part of the folds are adducted.
In phonation, airﬂow through the vocal folds causes them to vibrate, open-
ing and closing the glottis rhythmically. This aerodynamically driven motion
[25] rhythmically closes and opens the glottis, eﬀectively releasing air into the
airways above the larynx in short pulses. The vibration typically happens at
around 100 Hz for the adult male speaker and 200 Hz for the adult female
speaker. This vibration manifests acoustically as F0, which is one of the ma-
jor components of pitch. Slowly varying rates of vocal fold vibration give rise
to pitch contours, which in turn give rise to intonation patterns in normally
voiced sentences. Phonation at the glottis also breaks up the entire acoustic
system at the glottis, eﬀectively decoupling the subglottal and supraglottal
mechanisms  in most acoustic treatments the glottis and other structures
below including the lung and trachea are treated as a pitched acoustic source
that excites the oral cavity.
The oral cavity itself acts like an acoustic waveguide that varies in cross-
sectional area along its length [26, 27]. Its shape is largely determined by
the movement of the jaw, tongue and lips. The position of the tongue tip
separates the cavity into front and back portions  leading to a simpliﬁcation
with many treatments of the oral cavity which model it as a two-tube acoustic
system. Such a system has natural resonances, formants, that are present
in the resulting sound. The lowering of the velum can allow an additional
route for airﬂow to escape out of the oral cavity via the nasal passage; this
generally gives rise to the voice quality we know as nasality.
1.2.2 The Acoustic Theory of Speech Production
Engineers [28, 8, 5] have long modeled the production of speech using a
source-ﬁlter model. The acoustic theory considers the body parts involved in
speech production before the glottis (inclusive of the vibrating folds, trachea
and lungs) as a source of excitation that drives a time-varying acoustic tube
that acts as a ﬁlter. The shape of this tube is determined by the placement
and position of the speech articulators.
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Vowel Production and Two Tube Model
Vowels are resonant sounds produced with a relatively open conﬁguration
of the vocal tract with a continuous airﬂow. Under such conditions, airﬂow
is non-turbulent and laminar: that is, air-ﬂow is largely parallel along the
vocal tract [29]. In the absence of nasalization, the acoustics of the vocal tract
are very accurately modeled by treating it as a single tube of varying girth
along its length. The area function A(x, t) is deﬁned as the cross-sectional
area at time t along the vocal tract, at the position x centimeters away from
the glottis. The acoustics of this system can be modeled by the Webster
equation [30],
∂2p
∂x2
+
1
A(x, t)
∂p
∂x
∂A
∂x
=
1
c2
∂2p
∂t2
, (1.1)
where p(x, t) is the pressure along the vocal tract. The resonant frequencies of
the tube can be solved by discretizing the above partial diﬀerential equation
and applying a gradient descent search technique. These resonances can
be clearly observed within the speech spectrogram  they are called the
formants  and numbered in ascending order from the lowest frequency
formant to the highest one.
This model can be further simpliﬁed by simply considering just the point
of the narrowest constriction; this is typically determined by the shape of
the tongue which sets the location of the narrowest constriction, forming
this with the tongue blade in the front vowels, and with the body for the
back [19]. This constriction divides the oral cavity into a front (nearer the
lips) and a back cavity, and the acoustics may be crudely modeled as two
conjoined cylindrical tubes, each tube approximating acoustics of each cavity
[5]. The analytic solution to such an acoustic model gives natural resonances
that mimic very closely what is seen in measurements of actual vowels. The
height of the tongue determines the so called height of the vowel produced;
this shows up in the speech signal as the frequency of the ﬁrst formant F1 - the
lowest natural resonance of the vocal tract. The location of the constriction
determines the frontness or the backness of the vowel; resonances in the front
cavity are associated with the second formant F2.
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Production of Consonants
Consonants are speech sounds articulated with complete or partial closure
of the vocal tract. The most common taxonomy of consonants in English is
illustrated by Table 1.2 [24]. They are arranged from left to right by their
place of articulation - the point of the narrowest constriction or greatest
turbulence in the airﬂow within the vocal tract during their production.
Going from the front to the back of the mouth, these places of articulation
are
• labial  at the lips
• labiodental  the constriction involving the upper teeth and the lower
lip
• interdental  with tip of the tongue placed between the teeth
• alveolar  with tongue tip near the alveolar ridge
• palatal  with tongue blade near the hard palate
• retroﬂex  with tongue tip near the hard palate
• velar  with tongue body near the velum (soft palate)
• pharyngeal  at the pharynx
• glottal  near the glottis
The consonants are categorized vertically in the consonant chart, according
to their manner of articulation - the way in which they are produced. These
categories include
• stops/plosives - in which there is a temporary but complete obstruction
in the vocal tract, during which airﬂow continues to build up pressure
at the back of the constriction. The plosives are characterized by four
stages of production [14]:
 closing phase - during which the movement of the articulators
bring about the complete stop of the airﬂow through the vocal
tract.
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 compression phase - during which a complete stop of the airﬂow
occurs. During this time, there is no output in the acoustic wave-
form, and a build up of air pressure happens behind the constric-
tion.
 release phase - during which the articulators move to allow the
compressed air to escape  this manifests as a sudden puﬀ of air
or a sudden wide-spectrum energy burst in the acoustic spectrum
2 ms in length. Frication also occurs as the articulators move
open, and lasts for around 5 ms.
 post release phase - during which there is aspiration for some of
the plosives (especially word initial), which occurs before the onset
of the vowel formants.
• fricatives - in which there is incomplete closure but the constriction
is narrow enough to cause turbulence. They manifest in the acoustic
spectrum as very wide band (nearly white) noise, sometimes strong
enough to mask out the formants.
• aﬀricates - which are each composed of a rapid coordinated sequence of
a stop and a fricative. Similar to the stop, there is closure and pressure
buildup corresponding to complete stoppage of the airﬂow, but they
involve frication and turbulence at the point of release. In IPA they
are transcribed with the stop and the fricative they correspond to upon
release.
• liquids - which in English are the consonants /r/ and /l/, involving a
complete or near complete midline closure with side branches.
• glides/approximants - which are consonants that are wide enough to
almost resemble vowels in their quality.
As is typically presented, each column of the consonant chart has a pair of
phonemes; the column is subdivided into the unvoiced consonant on the left,
and the voiced counterpart on the right. The main distinction between voiced
and unvoiced consonants is supposedly the presence or absence of vocal cord
vibration. In reality, consonants in a syllable are rarely articulated without a
following vowel. Since all vowels are voiced in normal speech, the distinction
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thus becomes directly dependent on when the onset of voicing occurs (i.e.
voice onset time).
The Source Filter Model and The Linear Predictive Filter
The source-ﬁlter model of speech production, depicted in Figure 1.5 [8], is
similarly based on the idea of decomposing the mechanics of speech produc-
tion into a source and a ﬁlter [6]; furthermore, as an engineering model, it
can be used to artiﬁcially synthesize speech-like sounds [31].
The eﬀect of the vocal folds on the airstream and the conﬁguration of the
oral cavity are respectively broken down and modeled as an energy excitation
source driving an auto-regressive linear ﬁlter (a.k.a. linear predictive ﬁlter)
[32, 33]. A fragment of speech can be voiced (with F0) or unvoiced. The
periodic vibration from the vocal folds can be modeled at the source as a
series of impulse trains driving the linear ﬁlter (i.e. glottal excitation) that
represent an excitation signal fed into the resonating oral cavity [6]. When
there is no voicing, air from the lungs ﬂows through unimpeded, and it is
assumed that this can be modeled as white noise driving the ﬁlter.
Recall that the oral cavity itself can be modeled as a tube with a slowly
varying cross-sectional area across its length; the solution of the resonant
frequencies using a discretization of the Webster equation [8] gives very good
approximation to the formants in the signal. It turns out that an auto-
regressive linear ﬁlter (i.e. a fed-back FIR ﬁlter) is suﬃcient to capture the
eﬀect of this simpliﬁed model of the oral cavity, and indeed the mathematics
for obtaining the coeﬃcients to such a ﬁlter (a.k.a. linear predictive coeﬃ-
cients) are directly related to the solution of the discretized Webster equation
[8].
1.2.3 Perception
Speech perception is the study of how speech sounds are interpreted and
recognized by the human brain. This process may be broken down into
several steps:
• The acoustic waveform is mechanically transduced by the ear into ner-
vous signals carried by the auditory nerve bundle.
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Figure 1.5: The source ﬁlter model of speech production (modiﬁed from [8]).
• The auditory nerve carries the nervous signal representing the heard
sounds to the auditory cortex, where speciﬁc acoustical events may
excite speciﬁc regions in the cortex in a tonotopical mapping.
• Presumably the speech events perceived by the auditory cortex may
be grouped and streamed [34]. These events might be sent further
upstream to processing centers for language, where the speech is even-
tually understood.
1.2.4 Simpliﬁed Cochlear Mechanics
Figure 1.6 shows a picture of the ear, taken from Stevens [5]. As sound im-
pinges on the outer ear, it is ﬁltered and acoustically ampliﬁed. The vibra-
tional sound excites the eardrum in the middle ear, and this mechanical force
is ampliﬁed through a level-like action with the incus, focusing the forces on
the stapes; the acoustic energy is transmitted through the oval window into
a cochlear duct (scala vestibuli) [35]. The cochlea itself is a structure resem-
bling a snail's shell. Internally, it resembles an acoustic waveguide, separated
by a thin membrane (the basilar membrane). As illustrated in Figure 1.7, the
acoustics of the cochlea can be modeled by an uncurled version of it, that
is, by a cylindrically tapering acoustic tube, divided along its length by the
basilar membrane. The stapes hit the oval window, sending a traveling pres-
sure wave down the top section of the tube, where it increases in amplitude
until it reaches a critical position on the basilar membrane, after which it is
rapidly attenuated [36]. The main eﬀect of these intricate acoustics appears
to be to cause speciﬁc sections of the basilar membrane to be responsive
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Figure 1.6: Cutaway section of the ear (taken from Stevens [5]).
Figure 1.7: Model of the basilar membrane (taken from [38]). Here the
parts are as labeled: (a) Round window, (b) Oval window connected to the
stapes in the middle ear, (c) Scala vestibuli, (d) Scala tympani, (e) basilar
membrane, (f) helicotrema (apical end).
to speciﬁc frequencies. This eﬀect appears to be consistent across several
species; the position along the basilar membrane with the largest magnitude
of mechanical excitation for a given frequency can be modeled accurately
using the Greenwood function [37]  so long as appropriate constants for
the given species are used.
The transduction of mechanical energy to electrical nervous signals is ac-
complished by the inner hair cells [39, 40]. These cells are densely packed
along the basilar membrane and are connected to nerves in the auditory
nerve bundle. Increased mechanical excitation of the stereocilia on these
cells eventually results in increased ﬁring rate of the corresponding nerve.
The cells themselves have a highly selective frequency response depending
on their position, and this, combined with the natural frequency selectivity
of the basilar membrane, gives extremely good time-frequency resolution of
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the signal.
The transduced signal is carried by the auditory nerve from the ear to the
auditory cortex, and goes through several stages of processing as it progresses
through the cochlear nucleus, superior olive, inferior colliculus and medial
geniculate body [5]. This processing is illustrated by Figure 1.8. Within the
auditory nerve, there appears to be some sophisticated compression of the
electrical signal. For instance, the ﬁring rates of the auditory nerve have been
observed to dynamically adapt to the sound source - when presented with a
continuous pure tone stimulus the ﬁring rate is high immediately after the
onset of the tone, but this is quickly suppressed after the initial tone [41].
Finally, the auditory cortex combines information from both ears and per-
ceives elementary sounds. Some researchers believe that a wide range of
acoustic events have a tonotopic mapping in the auditory cortex [42, 43, 44].
Interesting Properties of the Perceptual System
The auditory and perceptual system exhibits some interesting hysteretic fea-
tures and idiosyncrasies. Some interesting ones are:
• Grouping and streaming eﬀects. Experiments in [34] suggest the ex-
istence of streaming and grouping eﬀects. Psychological experiments
suggest that humans are capable of both grouping, which is identifying
disparate regions of energy in the spectrum as belonging to one acoustic
source or event, and streaming, which is temporally chaining together
disparate regions of energy as the product of a unitary physical source.
These phenomena go a long way toward explaining some everyday psy-
chological eﬀects, such as the cocktail party eﬀect [45], the ability of a
human to tune in to one speciﬁc speaker amid multitudes of talking
people.
• McGurk eﬀect. The perception of consonants appears to be aﬀected
by cues other than those present in the acoustic source. The eﬀect is
demonstrated by the following experiment: A listener is presented with
the audio recording of a bilabial CV syllable (say /ba/), and it is per-
ceived as so. However, when the listener is simultaneously presented
with a visual of the velar consonant (/ga/), the resulting consonant
is perceived as somewhere in-between (/da/) [46]. The eﬀect can be
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Figure 1.8: Intermediate processing leading up to the auditory cortex
(taken from Stevens [5]).
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explained in part by the cognitive ability of the brain to extract and
predict the acoustic signal from other correlated sources. It is not com-
pletely clear how much inﬂuence non-audio sources exert. In particular
it is not certain if whispered speech, being possibly harder to perceive,
might actually depend more heavily on non-acoustic cues.
• Categorical perception. The perception of speech sounds tends to fall
into discrete categories which appear to correspond with the native
language of the speaker [47]. Experiments with synthesized speech
modifying the formant transitions to approximate intermediate transi-
tions between /b/, /d/ and /g/ suggest that there is usually a strict
boundary, whereupon the sound will suddenly be perceived to belong
to the other category. The location of this boundary exhibits hystere-
sis; its position will be diﬀerent depending on whether the sound was
changing from /ba/ to /pa/ or vice versa.
• Perceptual magnet eﬀect [48]. There is some evidence that when lis-
tening to speech sounds, it becomes more diﬃcult to tell the diﬀerence
between two sounds when they are similar to speech sounds of a lan-
guage. Just as we can plot an acoustic space for vowels by considering
the ﬁrst formant on one axis and the second formant for another axis,
we can similarly consider a perceptual space based on psychoacoustic
experiments. The perceptual magnet eﬀect seems to warp the per-
ceptual space, so that discriminating sounds is easier when they are
not close to phonemic sounds. This eﬀect has been shown to be more
pronounced for consonants as opposed to vowels.
At present, it is not clear at all how much of the intricacy of the human
ear and the complexity of the auditory cortex needs to be emulated for ac-
curate machine recognition. It is not clear if the level of signal detection
accomplished by the human ear needs to be achieved by signal processing in
machine recognition; nor is it clear that the psychoacoustic eﬀects in speech
perception have to be perfectly emulated by speech recognizers. It is well
known, however, that what we have at present is insuﬃcient, judging by the
accuracy and robustness of state-of-the-art systems compared with human
recognition [49]. However, it is important to keep such details in mind since
speech itself is a human phenomenon, and it should be the goal of research
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with machines to both recognize and misrecognize speech the way humans
do. Thus, in examining what can be done with whisper, we hope that this
will contribute a small piece to solving the whole puzzle of machine speech
recognition.
1.2.5 Acoustics
Speech manifests as a pressure wave that propagates through the air. Its
study is facilitated by microphones. These measure the variations in air pres-
sure and output a voltage signal that varies proportionally with the pressure
variation. Plotting this signal against time gives us an oscillogram which
we can study. The acoustic waveform gives us some information about the
speech sound; large amplitudes correlate with higher volume, and sudden in-
crease in amplitude corresponds with initial bursts of speech. The decaying
amplitude indicates a general decrease in volume as we progress naturally
through the utterance.
Another representation of speech is in terms of the frequency components
present. We start with the short-time Fourier transform of a signal f(t)
computed as
F (ω, t) =
∫ ∆t
∆t
f(t+ θ)w(θ)e−jωθdθ, (1.2)
where ω is frequency in hertz, and w(t) is a suitable windowing function.
Plotting ‖F (ω, t)‖2 with ω on the vertical scale and t on the horizontal scale
gives us a spectrogram  this displays the frequency content of speech as it
progresses through time. The spectrogram is able to tell us much more infor-
mation about the speech signal. It has an interesting Heisenberg property,
in that it cannot simultaneously resolve both frequency and time to a high
degree of accuracy, but instead can do one or the other [50]. The length of the
integration window ∆t essentially controls this  a longer window is used
with narrow-band spectrograms and these give better frequency resolution
at the expense of time. The converse is true for wide-band spectrograms.
Examples of the acoustic waveforms and narrow-band spectrograms are
shown in Figure 1.9. The pair of waveforms shown are recordings of the same
adult male speaker speaking and whispering Jane may earn more money by
working hard. Much information can be gleaned from the spectrogram for
normal speech. The resonances of the oral cavity now show up as dark,
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(a) Normal utterance
(b) Whispered utterance
Figure 1.9: The acoustic waveform and narrowband spectrogram for both
normal and whispered speech. Both recordings were of the same adult male
speaker.
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high energy bands (formants) during vocalic parts of the speech. Plosives
show up as sudden vertical bands of energy, indicating a broad spectrum
burst of energy. Many other acoustic properties of phonemes manifest in
the spectrogram, allowing us to ﬁnd and segment phonetic boundaries and
also identify them. In fact, in many cases, a trained practitioner can deduce
the phonemic identity of short segments and hear the utterance by exam-
ining its spectrogram [51]. The whispered versions, on the other hand, look
markedly diﬀerent from the phonated ones. The next chapter will go into
the diﬀerences in detail.
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
We have outlined the basics of speech communication in this chapter  it
is upon this bed of knowledge that we proceed to study whispered speech.
In this dissertation, we are concerned primarily with soft whisper  other
types of whisper such as high eﬀort whisper and stage whisper have diﬀerent
characteristics and may need to be studied separately. Speciﬁc diﬀerences
between whispered and unwhispered speech will be highlighted in Chapter
2.
We introduce two new whispered speech corpora suitable for the study of
speech recognition. The two corpora are the Whispered Modiﬁed Rhyme Test
(wMRT) corpus designed for use in intelligibility studies, and the Whispered
TIMIT (wTIMIT) corpus designed for the study and construction of large
vocabulary speech recognizers. Chapter 4 describes these two corpora in
detail and provides some acoustical analyses.
In Chapter 5, we consider the limit of whispering as a communication chan-
nel. A perceptual experiment and its analogous speech recognition experi-
ment, based on the wMRT corpus, were performed. We provide an analysis
of errors made by two cognitive systems, human and machine, as well as an
accuracy rate for transmission of voicing in whisper at word level contexts.
In Chapter 6, we collate results from speech recognition experiments. The
performance of speech recognizers at recognizing diﬀerent types of speech,
whispered in diﬀerent accents, are considered. Standard algorithms for adapt-
ing the acoustic models, from unwhispered speech acoustic models for whis-
pered speech and vice versa, are evaluated. We consider the problem of
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building speech recognizers for whispered speech using large amounts of un-
whispered speech data and limited amounts of whispered data, and propose
and evaluate a new method for doing so. Finally, our conclusions are pre-
sented in Chapter 7, where implications and suggestions for future work are
discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
WHISPERED SPEECH
2.1 Production of Whispered Speech
The physiological production of whispered speech diﬀers from that of normal
speech primarily in the lack of phonation: vocal folds do not vibrate and
the glottal aperture remains open [52]. Endoscopy studies allow us to study
whisper where it diﬀers the most  at its source  by giving us top-down
images of the larynx during whispering. With whisper the larynx height
is raised through actions of the stylohoid and digastric muscles [53], eﬀec-
tively shortening the vocal tract. This eﬀect is also observed as a lack of
phonological contrast between voiced and voiceless consonants.
2.1.1 Whisper Type and Glottal Conﬁguration
Many researchers [54, 55] make a distinction between high eﬀort and low
eﬀort whispering. High eﬀort whispering, sometimes known as forced whis-
per or stage whisper, can carry farther than low eﬀort or soft whisper.
Both types have diﬀerent production parameters and acoustics. Sundberg et
al. [56] go so far as to identify four diﬀerent types of whispering, character-
ized by diﬀerent airﬂow and glottal conﬁguration. However, as they did not
conduct perceptual tests, it is not clear if these can be really distinguished
in hearing.
Monoson and Zemlin [55] used high speed laryngeal photography in con-
junction with electromyography of two abdominal muscles and one strap
muscle of the neck, to study diﬀerences between four registers of speech:
normally phonated, soft whisper, forced whisper and breathy voice. Their
study made recordings of the vowel /a/ from ﬁve subjects. Glottal apertures
found during whisper include the inverted-Y and the inverted-U shapes, along
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with a bow-shaped conﬁguration.
Solomon et al. [54] observed glottal conﬁgurations of seven women and
three men during low-eﬀort and high-eﬀort whisper. They classiﬁed vocal
fold conﬁgurations into three sizes (small, medium and large) based on the
shape of the glottal aperture and found two predominant shapes (toed-in,
resembling an inverted-Y, and straight, resembling an inverted-U) used in
the production of whisper. However, glottal conﬁguration was inconsistent
when it comes to whisper eﬀort. This suggested to them that the production
of whispered speech is motivated by the necessity to achieve salient objectives
in the acoustics rather than by a need for consistent physiological production.
Similar conclusions can also be derived from Mills [53], who found that in
whisper, voiced consonants are produced with a glottal conﬁguration statis-
tically indistinguishable from unvoiced consonants. He studied the glottal
conﬁgurations of 10 speakers using a video endoscope. He also developed
measures to correct the wide-angle distortion in his endoscope, and used the
cuneiform tubercle as a landmark, estimating its size in pixels in order to
gauge the camera to larynx distance, which was indirectly aﬀected by lar-
ynx height. His approach allowed him to quantitatively compare the glottal
aperture sizes in normal and whispered speech despite having diﬀerent larynx
heights. His results showed that aperture size diﬀerences between voiced and
voiceless obstruents in normal speech were also observed in whispered speech.
However, glottal apertures in phonated and whispered vowels were diﬀerent.
His work suggests that some laryngeal gestures that distinguish voiced and
voiceless obstruents are preserved during whispering  he suggests that this
could be a source of discriminability in the acoustics.
Work in Arabic [57] seems to give conﬂicting views regarding laryngeal
gestures for phonological voicing in whisper. Zeroual et al. used video en-
doscopy to observe the larynx during productions of the Moroccan Arabic
non-words /i C i C/, where C was one of the consonants /t, d, T, D, s, z,
X, K, H/, and /T, D/ were pharyngealized versions of /t,d/. They concluded
that the glottal conﬁguration during whisper was distinct from that during
normal speech and should be considered as whispered. They also observed
that in whispered segments, the base of the epiglottis, aryepiglottic folds and
the arytenoids tend to compress together. In contrast to Mills, they con-
cluded that there were no clear laryngeal articulatory diﬀerences between
consonants with contrastive voicing.
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2.1.2 Transglottal Airﬂow and Interoral Pressure
Several diﬀerent studies report higher transglottal airﬂow and pressure dur-
ing whisper. Monoson and Zemlin [55] measured airﬂow during four diﬀerent
types of speech and found much greater airﬂow during whisper than in nor-
mally phonated speech. Airﬂow was also found mostly to be greater than
soft whisper in forced whisper, and in some cases double the ﬂow was found.
These diﬀerences in production manifest in the acoustics  at higher air-
ﬂow the Reynolds number of the ﬂow exceeds the nominal value and airﬂow
is no longer laminar but rather turbulent [29, 5]. This makes the acoustic
excitation at the glottis resemble a turbulent sort of noise.
Klich measured intraoral pressure during the production of the bilabial
stops under two vowel contexts /a, u/, for both phonated and whispered
speech at two diﬀerent volume levels [58]. Conversation level speech was
produced by requesting the speakers to imagine talking to somebody 3 feet
away, and twice-conversational level was presumably double the imagined
distance. He found that for phonated speech, /p/ and /b/ have diﬀerent
intraoral pressure, but in whispered speech they were the same. The pres-
sure diﬀerential between intraoral and subglottal pressure gives rise to the
transglottal airﬂow, and the two pressures depend on the acoustic impedence
of the glottal constriction. Whisper, having a relatively open glottal conﬁgu-
ration, is assumed to have roughly similar subglottal and intraoral pressures;
higher transglottal airﬂow comes from having the lowered glottal impedence.
There are also subtle diﬀerences in both the motor control and breathing
during whispering. Bonnot and Chevrie-Muller [59] made electromyograph
measurements of the activity of three muscles: the orbis oris inferior sur-
rounding the lips, the anterior digastric on the underside of the jaw, and the
levator veli palatini which elevates the soft palate. By aligning these signals
with the start of the acoustic waveform, they found that during whisper-
ing speakers tended to have longer anticipatory signalling than in phonated
speech.
2.1.3 Breath Control in Whisper
Breath control diﬀers from normal to whispered speech. In [60], the respi-
ratory function during whispering was investigated for 10 healthy subjects.
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Subjects were made to whisper and speak a single paragraph. Syllables were
grouped together for each draw of breath, and measurements were made for
the various lung capacities during whispering and speaking. From these, the
amount of air expended during whispering was calculated and compared with
normal speech. They found that each draw of breath had roughly the same
amount of air during the production of both whispered and normal speech.
They also found that whispered speech production was slower, more air was
expended per syllable, and fewer syllables could be spoken. These ﬁndings
are corroborated by Schwartz [61], who found that more air was used during
whispering. He also suggested that in order to conserve air, gestures which
conserve airﬂow such as stop closures are prolonged, leading to an overall
lengthening of whispered syllables [62].
2.1.4 Articulator Movement in Whisper
Higashikawa investigated the diﬀerences between lip movements for bilabial
plosives during phonated and whispered speech production [63]. Speakers
were asked to produce CV syllables with /p/ and /b/ in them set within a
sentence context. To track lip movements, reﬂective markers were placed on
the lips of the seven subjects and these were videotaped and later automati-
cally tracked. The authors found signiﬁcantly faster lip opening when whis-
pering /b/ compared with whispering /p/ or normally speaking /b/. This
work is suggestive in that one might now suspect that hyper-articulation ex-
ists for the other articulators of speech; however, beyond the literature listed
I am not aware of any evidence that diﬀerent or exaggerated articulatory
movements occur during whispering.
2.2 Acoustics of Whispered Speech
Acoustically, whispered speech is very diﬀerent from non-whispered speech.
We once again refer to Figure 1.9 for comparisons. A cursory examination
of the waveforms show that the whispered version looks nothing at all like
the normal speech waveform. The sudden peaks in the waveform correspond
to plosive bursts, which have a tendency be much stronger (relatively) in
whispered speech. The spectrograms indicate that no voicing is present at
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all in the whispered speech, as there are no visible horizontal striations that
typically signal voicing. Although it is not apparent, the properties of in-
creased spectral tilt observed by researchers in speech perception seem to
be present. The obvious remaining indicators of the message for whispered
speech appear to be largely the formant energies.
2.2.1 Reduced Spectral Tilt in Whisper
Without glottal fold vibration, voicing information appears to be lost. There
is no viable concept of voice onset time, which is otherwise typically cited in
the literature to be a feature that distinguishes between contrastive voiced
and voiceless phonemes. The glottal source behaves roughly like a noise
source, and the spectral quality of most phonemes is changed. A general
observation is that whispered speech has a lower, but ﬂatter, power spectral
density (i.e. less spectral tilt) compared with phonated speech [64].
2.2.2 Shift in Formant Frequencies in Whisper
Many studies have also found a change in frequency of the formants when
whispering. Kallail and Emanuel [65] recorded isolated phonated and whis-
pered vowels /i,u,æ,a,2/ from 15 male adult speakers. Spectrographic mea-
surements showed systematic increase in the ﬁrst three formants. They also
found that F1 was modiﬁed far more than F2 or F3; this was attributed to
the change in glottal vibration eﬀectively shortening the overall length of the
vocal tract, thus substantially modifying F1. They assumed that the position
of the tongue tip remained unchanged during whisper, and thus F2, which
tends to be associated with resonances due to the front oral cavity, remains
less changed. Further results obtained by Kallail and Emanuel for English
[66], along with those obtained by Slobodan for Serbian [67, 68], and Itoh for
Japanese [69] tend to be similar.
Slobodan's measurements of the formant frequencies [68] for the vowels
/i,e,a,o,u/ for ﬁve male and ﬁve female speakers of Serbian showed a rise in
F1 in all vowels except /u/, a rise in F2 for all except /u/ and /e/ for males,
and relatively unsystematic changes in F3 and F4. One drawback of his data is
that mean values for the formant locations were taken, instead of per-speaker
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diﬀerence, which would get rid of variability due to speaker. Also, he found
that the formant bandwidths in whispered speech were systematically larger
than in phonated speech.
Itoh et al. [69] recorded whispered and phonated speech from 69 male
and 49 female speakers. Speakers read from a collection of 60 sentences,
50 of which were phonetically balanced for Japanese. Measurement of the
formant frequencies showed a general trend to increase formant frequency for
the lower frequency formants (i.e. F1 and F2), but they do not make any
observation on the higher frequency formants.
2.2.3 Intensity of Whisper
Whisper tends to be soft; signals captured with conventional microphones
have a low signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, since whispered speech is quite
similar to spectrally shaped noise this hampers algorithms which attempt to
denoise or improve SNR. Despite all of this, the intelligibility of whispered
speech does not appear to fall far below that of normally spoken speech [70].
Furthermore, there is even surprising evidence that certain information (e.g
phonemic voicing distinction, or emotion [71]) not expected to be conveyed
well, actually is.
2.3 Perception of Whispered Speech
There have been a number of studies involving the perception of whisper.
Since voicing is absent, acoustic pitch is non-existent: one does not expect
pitch and pitch-related information to be conveyed. However, there is much
evidence from the literature to suggest the contrary.
2.3.1 Auditory Nerve Representation of Whisper
How the auditory system represents whispered speech has also been a sub-
ject of research. Evidence from Stevens and Wickesberg [72] suggests that
voicing distinction is made early in the auditory system. In that work, au-
dio recordings of the syllables /ta/ and /da/, phonated and whispered, were
presented to anesthetized chinchillas, and auditory nerve recordings taken.
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Global time-averaged peri-stimulus time diagrams for both syllables were
found to be distinct, suggesting a diﬀerent neural encoding for voiced ver-
sus unvoiced phonemes in whisper. Furthermore, they found an exaggerated
double onset in the neural signal in response to /da/ aligned with the plosive
burst and vowel onset, which was not found in the response to /ta/. This
suggests that a sudden burst in energy a second time after the plosive burst is
a discriminating characteristic of the voiced phoneme. Thus, there is already
evidence that the inner ear and the process of encoding in the auditory nerve
treat voiced and unvoiced phonemes diﬀerently in whispered speech. The
following perceptual results therefore do not seem very surprising.
2.3.2 Perception of Vowels
Kallail and Emanuel conducted perceptual experiments to determine the
identiﬁability of the vowels /i,æ,2,a,u/ when whispered [65]. Spoken and
whispered tokens were collected from 20 female adult speakers, and presented
to 2 panels of 11 listeners. Listeners, who were all graduate students in lin-
guistics, were allowed to choose from the vowels and glides /I,E,æ,2,A,V,u/ as
responses. He found that listeners could identify the correct vowel 85% of the
time in phonated speech, and 63% of the time in whispered speech. Analysis
of the confusion matrices indicates that errors tended to occur with vowels
close by in the vowel space. A second experiment using essentially the same
type of test utterances but with 15 male speakers gave the same result 
that vowel identity was less accurately conveyed in whisper than in phonated
speech, but still reasonably well conveyed. Although the authors claim that
whispered vowels lack acoustic features important to vowel identiﬁcation,
this does not appear to be the case since in many cases formant structure is
well preserved.
A similar experiment was conducted by Tartter [73]. She recorded spoken
and whispered versions of the vowels /i, I, E, æ, a, O, u , 2, U, Ç/ within
the consonant context [h _ d], from three male and three female speakers.
Twelve listening subjects were ﬁrst familiarized with the vowels by having
the experimenter review and produce voiced versions of them. The subjects
were divided into two groups; the ﬁrst group recieved additional instruction
repeating the live-voice demonstration, and was also familiarized with speak-
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ers in the test data. Each group was administered a perceptual test with two
sets of stimuli, one whispered and one phonated. Overall results showed good
identiﬁability of each vowel, ranging from 80% to 99% for phonated tokens
and 72% to 99% for whispered vowels. Per-vowel accuracies did not drop by
more than 20%, indicating a high rate of identiﬁability of vowels in whispered
speech.
2.3.3 Perception of Phonemic Voicing in Obstruents
There is consistent evidence that phonemic voicing is conveyed in whisper
despite the lack of glottal vibration. Some of the earliest work by Dannen-
bring [74] conﬁrms this. In this work, the author recorded his own whispered
CV tokens from the 12 consonant contexts /b,p,d,t,g,k,z,s,v,f,ð,T/ and the
three corner vowels contexts /i,a,u/. Listeners were presented with these CV
tokens and given a choice of the correct consonant or the consonant with
opposing voicing distinction. The 12 listeners who participated were also
asked to rate their conﬁdence of each judgment on a scale of 1 to 7. This
eﬀectively put each judgment on a 14-point scale, spanning from conﬁdent
unvoiced judgments on one end to conﬁdent voiced judgments on the other
end, from which the rank-based D statistic was computed [75]. His results
showed that subjects were both conﬁdent and correctly judged most voicing-
distinct opposed pairs. Good judgments were obtained for the plosives in all
vowel contexts, but poorer judgments were obtained for the fricatives and af-
fricates. In summary, listeners were found to be able to discriminate between
whispered voicing distinct phonemes with conﬁdence.
One principal study by Tartter [76] involved the perceptual study of whis-
pered consonant-vowel syllables. We can think of this study as analogous to
Miller and Nicely's classic experiment, but for whispered speech. Her stimuli
consisted of so called nonsense syllables with a consonant and following
vowel (CV), produced by a single male and a single female talker. The 18
consonants used were /b,d,g,p,t,k,m,n,l,w,y,v,f,z,s,S,Z/. Notice that the af-
fricates were omitted from this experiment. Just as in Miller and Nicely [77],
the vowel /a/ was used. Six listeners involved in the study were asked to
identify the consonant in the ﬁrst experiment, and the speaker sex in the
second experiment. However, results from their gender identiﬁcation experi-
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ment cannot be generalized due to the small number of speakers, as listeners
could be distinguishing them based on individual characteristics rather than
properties pertaining to gender.
Confusion matrices were constructed for the consonant identiﬁcation task
by accumulating the responses from the listeners: for each response the stim-
ulus gives the row and response gives the column of the confusion matrix,
for which a count is accumulated. Articulation indices were computed from
these matrices using Miller and Nicely's formula. Tartter assessed how much
linguistic information was transmitted by collating the matrices into smaller
ones based on the desired feature, and computing information transmission
for each feature
T (x) =
∑
i,j
ni,j
n
(
log2ni/n× nj/n
nij/n
), (2.1)
where ni,j is the entry in the collated confusion matrix, n is the number of
categories, and ni and nj are row and column marginal sums. This approach
can be viewed as computing the joint entropy of P (θˆ, θ), where θ corresponds
to the produced category and θˆ corresponds to the perceived category, for
which ni,j/n are estimators. Her results indicated a 64% accuracy rate for
identiﬁcation, 0.85 bits per stimulus for transmission of voicing, 0.94 for place,
and 0.61 for manner. It is, however, not clear what exactly contributes to
this transmission.
One interesting result from the confusion matrices is that [voiced] → [un-
voiced] errors tend to happen far more often than the reverse. One way
to interpret this is that in whisper voiced phonemes tend to more closely
resemble their unvoiced counterparts.
For the /b/ and /p/ phonemes, Munro [78] has suggested that the diﬀer-
ence in relative intensity between the consonant and successive vowel is a
contributor to voicing discrimination. In his ﬁrst experiment, he took a total
of 32 CVs with the /p,b/ consonant and /æ,E,i,u/ vowel contexts from two
male speakers and examined their oscillograms. He deﬁnes two statistics: the
rise times t50 and t75, representing the time it takes from the onset of the
burst to respectively reach 50% and 75% amplitude of the mean amplitude
of the following vowel.
His measurements seem to indicate that /b/ tokens have slower rise time
than /p/. Perceptual experiments were conducted on six female and two male
listeners. Overall, an accuracy of 63% was obtained for /p,b/ discrimination.
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Unfortunately, the number of tokens in the experiment was small and thus
the statistics unconvincing. Furthermore, tokens that were more prototypical
of this feature  that is /p/'s with faster rise times, and /b/'s with slower
rise times  did not appear to be identiﬁed with greater accuracy.
2.3.4 Perception of Pitch and Tone in Whisper
Several studies have concluded that listeners can perceive pitch in whisper,
although exactly how is probably still an area of contention. Thomas [79]
asked listeners to listen to whispered vowels and specify their pitch by setting
the same pitch on a pure tone oscillator. He found that the pitch set by the
test subjects often corresponded with the location of the second formant
located with acoustic analysis.
Higashikawa et al. studied the perception of whispered pitch [80]. Six male
and six female native speakers of Japanese were asked to whisper the vowel
/a/ in three pitches: ordinary, high and low. The subsequent listening test
with ﬁve otolaryngologists found accurate identiﬁcation for 11 of the speakers.
The ﬁrst three formants of accurately identiﬁed vowels were examined, and
pitch was found to systematically correlate with the frequencies of the ﬁrst
three formants. In another of their studies [81], they found evidence to
suggest that whisper pitch perception occurs in a more complex way: that it
is inﬂuenced by simultaneous changes in F1 and F2.
Cheung [82] investigated whisper pitch in Cantonese, a language known to
be highly tonal with nine tones. The author recorded stimuli for 4 pronunci-
ations with 6 tones from 3 male and 3 female subjects and conducted a tone
identiﬁcation experiment with 12 listeners. His results found tone identiﬁ-
cation for some of the tones to be above chance, at an overall identiﬁcation
rate of 22%.
Many other languages also use pitch phonemically: sounds that are es-
sentially the same except for the pitch contour mean diﬀerent things. For
instance, Thai is known to have 5 diﬀerent tones [83]; Mandarin has 5 tones
[84]; East Norwegian has pitch contours [85]. Abramson presented his sub-
jects with sets of whispered Thai words [83], each containing 4 to 5 distinct
words which diﬀered only in tone. His ﬁrst result involving monosyallabic
words was inconclusive; identiﬁcation rates hovered around chance. A sec-
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ond experiment involving groups of words with diﬀerent tone but whispered
in the same sentence contexts showed markedly improved identiﬁcation. His
results seem to suggest that information pertaining to tonality is distributed
in longer contexts.
A similar experiment in East Norwegian involving sentence level contexts
was conducted by Nicholson and Teig [85]. The authors devised a series
of sentence pairs which were identical in the front up to a position where
either word from a pair of similar words with diﬀerent tone was found. They
played back spoken, whispered and resynthesized versions of these utterances
up to and including the tonal word, and asked listeners to choose one of two
options to complete the sentence. Their results showed that listeners were
able to identify the tone in whispered speech up to a 61% accuracy. These
ﬁgures were found to be above chance, and suggest that tone information is
conveyed in whispered speech.
Gao [84] conducted a detailed study of tones in whispered Mandarin. In
Mandarin, tone is conveyed by a number of factors - notably through pitch
contour, though other cues such as amplitude contour exist. Acoustic data
were collected from 2 male and 2 female speakers. Her stimuli consisted of the
syllables /ba/, /fa/ and /ma/ in all four tones in both isolated and a para-
graph level context. For the longer contexts, a pair of speakers were made to
enact a small conversation in which the syllables were embedded. Acoustic
measurements found a longer syllabic duration in whisper. In some cases,
especially for females, a more exaggerated amplitude contour was found.
Perceptual experiments with 10 female listeners found over 90% accurate
identiﬁcation for spoken tones and 60.1% in whisper. The author suggests
that the most important contributors to perception are the whisper's spe-
cial maneuvers to exaggerate acoustic properties that correlate with tone,
amplitude contour, and semantic context.
When taken together, these studies are inconclusive and appear to sug-
gest that the acoustic cues for tone vary from language to language. This
also must be the case when whispering. It is clear, however, that in some
languages tonality is conveyed.
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2.3.5 Perception of Speaker Identity and Gender in Whisper
Voice is an intrinsic part of identity, and they are unique like personal faces
[86]. One key component of identity is speaker gender. Tartter's second
experiment in [73] dealt with the speaker identiﬁcation in whisper. The
12 subjects involved in the experiment were familiarized with the phonated
versions of the utterances, and then asked to identify the speakers for the
whispered versions. The overall accuracy for each speaker ranged from 46.2%
to 62.5%, well above chance at 33%. Some listeners were highly competent,
obtaining as high as 96.3% accuracy. Her results suggest that certain acoustic
cues pertaining to speaker identity can carry across whisper, and she suggests
that speaker syllable duration is one of these.
Lass et al. [87] recorded whispered isolated vowels from 10 male and 10
female speakers, and conducted a perceptual experiment with 15 listeners.
He found a 75% accuracy rate for whispered vowels and 95% accuracy for
phonated vowels. His results clearly conﬁrm that gender information is car-
ried in whisper. Whether other facets of speaker identity carry through is
not clear, and there is room here for further study.
2.3.6 Perception of Emotion in Whisper
There is some evidence that emotional cues can be found in whisper. In [71],
Tartter recorded CV utterances from three male and three female speakers of
North American English. Three types of speech were produced: in the ﬁrst
type, speakers were told to physically smile but try not to sound happy. The
second type was similar but done for frowning. In the third type, speakers
produced whispered speech while physically smiling, but tried not to sound
happy. Results from listening tests involving six listeners showed that they
were able to detect physical frowning in normal and whispered speech. They
could detect physical smiling in normal speech, but did not seem to be able
to detect physical smiling in whispered speech.
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2.4 Applications of Speech Technology to Whispered
Speech
We now turn to some more recent work involving speech technology, of which
there is less literature. Most studies to date have involved the application
of automatic speech recogntion and model adaptation from phonated speech
to whisper. These methods have generally used the most basic techniques.
One particular interesting application is the morphing of whispered speech
to voiced speech. There are several approaches in the past that deal with
this.
2.4.1 Detection of Whispered Speech
As a precursor to processing, whispered speech has to be segmented from
non-whispered speech. Carlin et al. [88] describe an algorithm for detect-
ing whispering in the midst of phonated speech. They employ two features
based on diﬀerent spectral tilt in whisper and the lack of voicing in order
to distinguish whisper from normal speech. The ﬁrst feature is a ratio of
high frequency energy to low frequency energy, 2.5 kHz being the cutoﬀ for
the diﬀerent frequency bands; this feature can capture the reduced spectral
tilt in whisper. The second uses LPC analysis and applies an inverse ﬁl-
ter in order to get at the residual signal. If we accept that LPC is a good
enough model for the transfer function of the vocal tract, we are left with
the residual that corresponds to the glottal excitation. Modiﬁed autocorre-
lation was performed on a cubed version of the residual signal, by computing
Pearson's linear correlation coeﬃcients between data in the ﬁrst and second
halves of the input frame. After this, peak picking was applied to extract
the maximum autocorrelation  whispered frames of data would have small
amplitude, but voiced frames would have large amplitude. Finally cluster-
ing was applied to classify whispered and phonated speech frames. Their
approach was found to be able to correctly detect whispering 97.5% of the
time.
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2.4.2 Enhancement and Recognition of Whispered Speech
The most recent and signiﬁcant work on the recognition of whispered speech
is the doctoral dissertation of Robert W. Morris [70]. In this work, a number
of separate studies were conducted, with the intent of improving an existing
technique of phonating whispered speech to produce normal sounding speech.
Although the dissertation covers algorithms and estimation techniques for
speech enhancement, noise and removal, I shall only deal with two sets of
studies most relevant to this dissertation.
The dissertation relies heavily on the Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT) [89]
as a means of discerning which part of the acoustic channel encodes distinc-
tive features for speech. This DRT proceeds by presenting a listener with
audio recordings, which have one of two possible words embedded in a carrier
sentence. The chosen words are minimal pairs, diﬀering by only one type of
distinctive articulatory feature, be it voicing, nasality, sustention, sibilation,
graveness or compactness. The listener is faced with a binary decision; the
raw scores for DRT are the normalized diﬀerence between the correct and
wrong responses to the test. This same test can also be administered to an
artiﬁcial system such as an automatic speech recognizer.
The ﬁrst set of studies dealt with the intelligibility of normal and whispered
speech under diﬀering noise and speech coding conditions. To do this, the
author recorded a small corpus of whispered and normal speech, uttered by
three male and three female speakers, under three types of noise conditions
(quiet, oﬃce and street cafe). The utterances were selected from a set of 15
phrases, and 232 isolated words, with the intent of conducting the DRT and
Diagnostic Acceptability Measure (DAM) respectively. The utterances were
recoded using three diﬀerent codecs (CVSD, MELP 2400, MELP 2400 MPP),
and the DRT administered to eight listening subjects. Their results under
quiet recording conditions showed that the majority of confusions for whis-
pered speech are associated with the voicing feature. However, when speech
coding was applied, the intelligibility of unvoiced whispered words took a
severe hit, indicating a possible inadequecy of the investigated algorithms
(especially MELP) at encoding whispered speech. Under noisy environmen-
tal conditions, there is a reduction in intelligibility of the voicing distinction,
but these can be ameliorated by noise-enhancement algorithms.
One particularly stunning result from this is that applying MELP does not
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degrade the voicing information of whispered speech, when the whispering is
done in a noisy environment. There are several possible theories as to why
this is the case; perhaps in a noisy environment, people whisper in a diﬀerent
way, emphasizing the acoustic cues which just so happen to be carried across
through the encoded channel. If this is indeed true, then whispering under
quiet versus noisy conditions might as well be considered as two distinct types
of acoustic variability that the universal speech decoder needs to compensate
for. The results also indicate the importance of applying well designed noise-
enhancement algorithms as a preprocessing ﬁlter to the speech recognition
system.
The second set of studies examine the eﬃcacy of traditional, well estab-
lished automatic speech recognition (ASR) techniques at recognizing whisper,
once again using the DRT as a test framework. In all of the experiments,
the commercial HMM-based Fast-Talk tool was used. For normal, full voiced
speech, the machine recognizer performed worse than the human listeners,
but was still able to distinguish the minimal pairs corresponding to all six dis-
tinctive features. This is not the case for whispered speech: the test scores
suggest that the machine recognizer is making a decision at chance levels
for two types of cepstral features. Furthermore, no amount of adaptation
appears to improve this problem of voicing distinction.
By carefully interpreting the data from the intelligibility tests in conjunc-
tion with the automatic recognition tests, we can obtain key insights into
what needs to be done to improve the state of the art. Although the ex-
periments themselves are quite thorough, there are a few gaps which need
to be ﬁlled. Most importantly, the question of how voicing distinction is
carried across the communication channel remains unsolved: it is clear that
the ASR system cannot distinguish voiced obstruents from their unvoiced
counterparts for whispered speech, but does the problem lie with the feature
parameterization, or is it an issue with the pattern recognition algorithm?
It is unfortunate that the human-listening tests neglected to include resyn-
thesized waveforms using MFCC features, as this would give us a conclusive
demonstration of the inadequacy of MFCC for recognizing whispered speech.
Although Morris' dissertation provides some very interesting ideas, there
appear to be some drawbacks with the methodology. First, the speech corpus
is too small and too varied in terms of the noise and environmental condi-
tions: statistical variances are possibly not suﬃciently ameliorated by the
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lack of data. Second, the choice of a proprietary, closed-source tool, employ-
ing a relatively untested jump Markov linear system (JMLS) as the pattern
recognition backend (as opposed to the HMM toolkit - a more well estab-
lished research tool), casts doubt on the strength of the conclusions that can
be drawn from the DRT score data. Furthermore, the author himself admits
that JMLS training requires that a large number of parameters (exponential
with regard to the length of the signal) be estimated, further exacerbating the
problem posed by data insuﬃciency. Clearly, these issues must be addressed
in a follow-up experiment, in order to demonstrate beyond doubt that there
is a problem with the current acoustic feature extraction, and conclude that
research in voicing distinction is the missing gap in our understanding.
2.4.3 Automatic Recognition of Whispered Speech
In 2002, researchers at the University of Nagoya [69] collected an audio-
visual corpus of whispered speech. Their intended application was to de-
velop a speech recognizer speciﬁcally capable of handling whispering on cell-
phones. A parallel corpus of normal and whispered utterances were collected
for Japanese. A total of 68 male and 55 female speakers read phonetically bal-
anced sentences, and audio and visual recordings were made under two types
of recording environments: close talking microphone (CTM), and telephone
handset (TH). For the CTM setup, recordings were made in a soundproof
room at high ﬁdelity, whereas with the TH setup, recordings were made in
both a soundproof and less quiet environment (their computer room); the
codec (32 kbps ADPCM, G.726) for the personal handphone system (PHS)
was applied.
At least three mini-studies relevant to our work were conducted. First,
their examination of the speech spectra indicated, on average, an upward
shift in both the ﬁrst and second formant frequencies. The eﬀect is more
pronounced and consistent with the ﬁrst formant, but is only marginal with
the second formant, especially in the case of the vowels /i/, /u/ and /e/
which sit at the extremities of the vowel chart.
Next, the authors examined the averaged spectra of each phoneme class,
and computed the cepstral distances between the averaged spectra for each
speciﬁc phoneme. Their phone segmentation and alignment was obtained
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automatically using dynamic time warping with the Itakura distance mea-
sure. The results, tabulated for all the phonemes, indicate a drop in energy
near the low frequency band; this is consistent with the idea that voicing is
absent, and thus pitch energy is lower. However this eﬀect is also present for
the unvoiced consonants.
Measurements of the averaged cepstral distance for each phone class show
that the vowels, glides and nasals diﬀer the most going from normal to whis-
pered speech, followed by the voiced plosives and alveolar fricatives, then ﬁ-
nally unvoiced plosives, aﬀricates and other fricatives. The next set of studies
deal with automatic recognition, both at the phoneme level, and with a full
word recognizer. Using HMM-based techniques, the authors train whispered
and normal speech acoustic models from the data, and evaluate syllable and
word recognition accuracy for both types of acoustic models on both types
of speech. The outstanding result from these experiments is that the whis-
pered speech model performs almost as well on either type of speech. The
authors next use MLLR adaptation to improve the ability of their normal
speech model to recognize whispered speech. With merely 10 utterances of a
target speaker (i.e. a closed test), the accuracy of the normal speech model
improves to within range of a whispered speech model. Adaptation with a
development set on an open test shows signiﬁcant improvement, but with
room for further performance gains. Thus, a reasonable conclusion to draw
is that MLLR itself is a robust enough technique to allow a more readily
available normal speech model to recognize whispered speech.
Error studies of the confusions made by the whispered phoneme recognizer
indicate that a relatively poor model was trained. What is more interesting
is their result with full word cross-mode recognition. In this setup, the same
methodology was used for training acoustic models of whispered and normal
speech. Next, these models were set up with a word grammar and used to
perform recognition on both types of speech. (I.e. a whispered speech model
was used to recognize both whispered and normal speech, and normal speech
model to recognize both whispered and normal speech.) Their results are
nothing short of stunning: the whispered speech model worked as well as the
normal speech model for recognizing normal speech. There does not appear
to be a clear reason for this result, and in fact our experiments do not conﬁrm
it. It is crucial to perform a more thorough investigation of this matter.
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Figure 2.1: Basic framework for reconstructing voice.
2.4.4 Resynthesis of Phonated Speech from Whisper
One interesting application is to attempt to reconstruct phonated speech from
whisper. This is motivated in part by the need to improve the quality of life
for post-laryngectomy patients, allowing them to speak with a normal voice
in spite of their dysfunctional larynx. The majority of approaches employ
methods from speech coding  a basic framework is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The basic idea is to assume that the synthesis parameters associated with
voice are missing, and to ﬁnd a way to reintroduce them.
Morris [70] provides an algorithm based on this approach using mixed-
excitation linear prediction (MELP). He explicitly models voice parameters
using a JMLS, and uses this to reintroduce pitch. Additional reﬁnements
include a Wiener ﬁlter to remove breath noise from the whispered speech,
and also a frequency warping algorithm to compensate for the diﬀerent for-
mant locations in voiced and whispered speech. Multiple utterances were
resynthesized, applying a combination of true (original voiced speech) pa-
rameters and parameters generated from his algorithm. His results indicated
that using modiﬁed spectral parameters hurt DMOS scores more than using
synthetic pitch parameters. This suggests that a more intricate algorithm
for handling formant shift is needed.
A more recent work by Sharifzadeh [90] explores the same concept but
using code-excited linear prediction (CELP) [91]. Their approach works by
reintroducing pitch, which is estimated using a dynamical system. On exam-
ination, the reconstructed pitch contours seemed to mimic naturally occur-
ring pitch. However, as no subjective tests were undertaken we cannot fully
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evaluate the quality of their algorithm.
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CHAPTER 3
AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION
3.1 Overview of LVCSR
Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) is an ongoing and
active ﬁeld of research, as it has been for the past 30 years [92, 93]. The
most successful methods to date are based on the hidden Markov model,
which was introduced to speech recognition by Baker [94, 95] and Jelinek
[96]. Many systems today employ this approach (e.g. HTK [97], Sphinx
[98, 99], Julius [100, 101], Decipher [102]). This is not to say that other
approaches do not exist; for instance, segment-based methods [103, 104, 105]
and ﬁnite-state transducers [106, 107] are also in use. Arguably, methods
like dynamic Bayesian networks are a generalization of the HMM approach,
and are quite similar to it [108]. Even more techniques, such as point-process
models, are still being proposed today [109]. A thorough categorization and
review of all these techniques would be beyond the scope of this dissertation;
instead we will focus on the algorithms that we applied in our experiments.
In this section we will review the HMM-based approach [94, 110, 111] and
its associated techniques. This approach to LVCSR is probabilistic in na-
ture and makes some assumptions about the nature of speech that at times
have been criticized by speech scientists [112]. The objective of probabilis-
tic speech recognition is to ﬁnd, given a sampled acoustic signal, the best
matching hypothesis of what words were actually said [113]. In other words,
we want to ﬁnd the optimum sentence
S∗ = argmax
S
P (S|O), (3.1)
given a sequence of observations O = (o1, ...ot) on the acoustic speech signal.
The sentence S = (w1, ...wm) is a hypothesis built up of an arbitrary m
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number of words w1, ..wm chosen from a ﬁxed vocabulary W . In statistical
speech recognition, the maximization is performed with a given model λ of
spoken language. If we treat the probabilistic model as a generative model
(e.g. a hidden Markov model), then the probability distribution is dependent
on the given model, and Equation 3.1 becomes
S∗ = argmax
S
Pλ(S|O) (3.2)
Now, λ itself could represent any reasonable statistical model of spoken
language, but a completely unstructured model for spoken sentences would
require so many parameters to be estimated that training it becomes in-
tractable [114]. Spoken language is hierarchical in nature [115]: sentences
are made of words, which are made of sub-word units such as phonemes,
which in turn are made of landmarks; this hierarchy can be exploited to
factorize the number of possible variations and thus parameters required at
each level. Most commonly, we consider the full model as a product of pa-
rameters modeling high level language (i.e. typically the language model λlm
that models word probabilities) and the parameters modeling acoustic sub-
units (i.e. phonemes or landmarks, using an acoustic model λac [116]). In a
practical system, a pronunciation dictionary, not necessary probabilistic, will
also be needed (i.e. a pronunciation model λpron [117]). This breaks down
the parameters that need to be estimated for spoken language as
λ = λlm × λpron × λac. (3.3)
Applying conditional probability, Equation 3.2 becomes
Pλ(S|O) = Pλlm(S|W )Pλpron(W |Φ)Pλac(Φ|O), (3.4)
where Φ represents a sequence of sub-sentence units (usually phonemes),
and λac and λlm represent statistically estimable parameters that make up
the acoustic model and the language model respectively.
Almost any state-of-the-art system (shown in Figure 3.1(b)) can be decou-
pled along these lines, and will have two halves: the front end consisting of
signal processing and acoustic pattern recognition (with acoustic model λac
and pronunciation model λpron), and the back end that enforces linguistic
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constraints with the language model λlm. In practice, systems perform de-
coding simultaneously, so this distinction between pattern recognition and
enforcing linguistic constraints is somewhat blurred.
(a) Model of human cognitive perception of speech. (from David Pisoni)
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(b) Architecture of a generic large vocabulary automatic speech recognizer.
Figure 3.1: Speech recognition by humans versus machine.
This architecture has sub-components which are directly analogous to the
functional parts of human cognitive speech processing. A suggested model
by Pisoni is shown in Figure 3.1(a), where we can see some parallels: for
instance, the signal processing is analogous to the human ear, the acoustic
pattern recognition to what is done in the cortex, and the enforcement of
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linguistic grammar to what is done by our higher-level modules of language
processing. As speech itself is native to natural human-to-human commu-
nication, there is no reason to believe that an alien architecture could out-
perform the established setup for this task. Nonetheless, with the possible
exception of speaker [118] or language identiﬁcation [119], experiments in dis-
crimination and classiﬁcation tasks demonstrate that the best performance
of artiﬁcial sub-components of these systems does not match that of humans
at most common cognitive tasks [49]  the best recognizers are neither as
accurate or robust as humans.
3.1.1 Frame Synchronous Speech Recognition
The HMM-based technique is frame synchronous in nature [120]. That is, it
is assumed that the incoming speech can be analyzed in terms of frames 
these are essentially vectors that represent the signal sampled at regular in-
tervals of time. They are usually produced by analyzing the signal at regular
windowed intervals, using a technique such as the short-time Fourier trans-
form (STFT), although more elaborate time-frequency techniques involving
the Wigner distribution [50] or wavelet analysis [121] can be used. The rec-
ognizer brieﬂy comprises the following stages, whose detailed workings are
described in the sections following.
• Initial Signal Processing - In this stage the acoustic wave-form is con-
verted into a frame. The most common method is to employ a ﬁlter-
bank and cepstral computation. Some noise cleaning may be performed
before ﬁlter-bank analysis, and additional post processing can be used
to normalize channel eﬀects.
• Acoustic Pattern Recognition - In this stage, the feature vectors are
recognized and categorized into sub-word units. The most common
acoustic target used are words, although other subword units like syl-
lables or phonemes or features such as landmarks [122, 123] could also
be used. The recognizer is inﬂuenced by trained acoustic models, lan-
guage bigrams and the pronunciation dictionary as shown in Figure
3.1(b). The end result gives us the best or a list of n-best transcrip-
tions, which could then be decomposed into the best ﬁtting sequence
of phones.
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The acoustic model itself could be modeled using any probabilistic
graphical model (e.g. the hidden Markov model (HMM) [110], maxi-
mum entropy Markov models (MEMM) [124, 125], dynamic Bayesian
networks (DBN) [108, 126]). An embedded word graph is constructed
by embedding phone-level graphical models into a word-level graph (see
Figure 3.2), each node in the ﬁnal graph corresponding to a speciﬁc
model state. Using Viterbi decoding, nodes in the model are acti-
vated at varying likelihoods - the transitions out of the dynamic state
of each graph node usually represent the detection of an acoustic event.
After pruning away unlikely hypotheses, the most likely word sequences
can be compactly represented in a lattice.
• Enforcement of Linguistic Constraints - In this stage, the high level
linguistic knowledge is imposed on the lattices or phone strings to
obtain actual word hypotheses. The knowledge used here typically
corresponds roughly to the grammatical components of syntax, prag-
matics and semantics. In the case when the job of the recognizer is
limited [127], the constraints can be imposed by a task-dependent regu-
lar grammar. In large vocabulary recognition, where the user is allowed
to say anything he or she wants, a more permissive model is required.
The most common of these are n-gram models [128]. Sometimes, it
is not necessary to recognize whole words for an intended application;
an example of this is in language identiﬁcation, in which only limited
linguistic knowledge, such as the phonotactics of a language, might be
enforced [129].
3.1.2 Speech Parameterization
The ﬁrst stage is to analyze acoustic samples into frames (see Equation 3.1):
to actually produce the vector sequence (o1, ..., ot) for further analysis. A
diagram of how to construct a signal processing front end using currently
available techniques is illustrated by the system diagram of Figure 3.3. Here,
signal processing can be further broken down into stages:
• First, the raw waveform is preprocessed - at this stage by any combina-
tion of a Wiener ﬁlter (to remove noise) [130, 131, 132] and preemphasis
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Figure 3.2: Example of an embedded word graph. In this example, we have
monophone models shared across a two-word unigram loop grammar.
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Figure 3.3: A signal processing front end for speech recognition.
(to negate the zero caused by the glottis and vocal tract). The result
is a cleaned-up version of the acoustic signal, on which recognition
should now be easier to perform.
• Next, the processed samples can be fed to some sort of frame-based
analysis; this is usually some kind of ﬁlter bank  in its simplest form,
a Hamming window coupled with the short-time Fourier transform [8]
suﬃces, even though more elaborate techniques such as the Wigner
transform [50] could be used. This produces a frame of speech at regular
intervals, say every 2 to 10 ms.
• Finally, additional post-processing on the speech vectors can be option-
ally performed: in particular, speech normalization techniques such as
RASTA [133] can be performed, as well as cepstral computation to
decorrelate the vector components, so that Gaussian models employ-
ing a diagonal variance will be suitable for later acoustic modeling.
Cepstral mean normalization [134] can ameliorate volume and chan-
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nel eﬀects due to the diﬀerent frequency response of the recording
device and the acoustics of the recording environment. Calculation of
dynamic features [135] (delta and delta-delta coeﬃcients) can be done
to compensate for the inadequacy of having a short time window in
a speech frame, unable to capture longer, or more temporal acoustic
events. The ﬁnal output is a sequence of vectors, hand-picked from any
combination of available ﬁlter banks and frame analysis techniques; in
some cases additional processing to reduce the dimensionality of the
supervector can be performed [136], resulting in a vector sequence that
is now ready to be recognized.
The various signal processing front ends presented here were proposed at
diﬀerent times in the study of machine recognition. Beginning with the
earliest, we have:
• The LPC and the LPC cepstra, which can directly capture the reso-
nances of the oral cavity, but will not be able to capture pitch well
[33].
• The PLP cepstra, which weights the spectral coeﬃcients output from
a ﬁlter bank with ﬁlters spaced at critical bands from each other, in
a way that mimics auditory sensitivity at diﬀerent frequencies, before
taking cepstral computation [137].
• The mel-frequency cepstral coeﬃcients employ frequency warping us-
ing the mel-scale. The mel-scale is perceptually scaled to compensate
for the behavior of the human auditory system in having diﬀering sen-
sitivities to change in frequency at diﬀerent frequencies [138]. The mel-
frequency spectral coeﬃcients can be generated by overlapping a series
of triangular ﬁlters at regular intervals along the mel-frequency scale,
this is essentially implemented by windowing the magnitude STFT.
• Frame-based analysis using a single ﬁlter bank is unable to capture
long-term modulations in the speech signal; some of this is thought
to be important for the recognition of consonants. The absence of
dynamics in a frame by frame approach can be crudely addressed by
using delta and delta-delta features [4]. The temporal pattern features
(TRAPs) suggested by Hermansky [139, 140] compensate for this by
considering features that incorporate a long term temporal slice of the
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time-frequency resolution of the signal (i.e. a horizontal window of
information centered around the region of interest), as opposed to a
single frame (i.e. a vertical slice of the spectrogram).
• The term auditory ﬁlter bank seems to refer to several variations of
the same basic structure. The design of such ﬁlter banks is motivated
by our understanding of how the inner ear functions: the behavior of
the traveling wave causes the greatest displacement at a speciﬁc length
along the basilar membrane, which in turn has that mechanical energy
transduced by a sharply frequency-selective inner hair cell [141]. Audi-
tory ﬁlter banks generally have a ﬁlter bank in the initial stage spaced
at critical bandwidths along the frequency spectrum, followed by half-
wave rectiﬁcation simulating the inner hair cell response, then low pass
ﬁltering simulating the slow temporal response of the spiral ganglion
cells. The type of ﬁlter bank used could be constant-Q or gammatone,
either of which mimics the response properties of the basilar membrane.
• The discrete wavelet packet (DWP) is a [121] variation of the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT), in which an arbitrary tree structure is used.
This allows us to make arbitrary balances and trade-oﬀs between time
and frequency resolution at diﬀerent parts of the spectrum.
3.2 Acoustic Pattern Recognition Using Hidden
Markov Models
A thorough categorization of all the approaches for pattern recognition is
beyond the scope of this dissertation  the interested reader is instead re-
ferred to the excellent textbook by Duda et al. [142]. As before, we will
focus on the hidden Markov model. Over the years, the training of HMMs
for speech has evolved to the point of almost being an art - building a good
acoustic model involves many, sometimes arcane, tricks. A starting point to
produce a good baseline recognizer can be found in the documentation [143]
for HTK. The parameters of the model have to be carefully chosen in order
to minimize the number of parameters that need to be trained, which at the
same time reduces the amount of training data required to build a decent
acoustic model.
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In the hidden Markov model, observations of the data are conditioned upon
an unknown hidden state. A diagram for a typical three-state model is shown
in Figure 3.4 [143]. Such a model would be used to model the evolution of
observations over the duration of a phoneme. At each time step, the hidden
state may evolve to a new state or stay the same. The probabilities of state
evolution are model by a matrix A, where Ai,j represents the conditional
probability of the hidden state going from state i to state j between any
particular pair of speech frames, given that we are already in state i. Zero
entries represent impossible transitions. A common rule used is to impose
the restriction that states evolve from left to right: here, state 3 does not
go back to state 1. The motivation for doing this in phoneme modeling,
for instance say a plosive, is so that we might see a progression of feature
observations as we enter the stop, release, and vowel onset for the plosive.
In this case we should not expect to see the phoneme release or stop phases
after vowel onset, and so on and so forth.
X X X
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Figure 3.4: Diagram of a three-state left-to-right HMM.
In speech recognition, the observations usually come from a combination
of feature extraction techniques mentioned in section 3.1.2, and essentially
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give us a stream of feature vectors that change over time. Although it is not
necessary, a multivariate mixture Gaussian random variable is often used
to model these vector sequences. That is, for the observation x given the
speciﬁc phoneme s and state i, its likelihood is given by
P (x|λac,s,i) =
K∑
k=1
ws,i,k(2pi)
− d
2 |Σ−
1
2
s,i,k|e(x−µs,i,k)
TΣ−1s,i,k(x−µs,i,k), (3.5)
which follows a Gaussian mixture distribution withK components, where w's
are the weights of each mixture component k, and µ's and Σ's are parame-
ters of Gaussian distributions. Training of the HMM is achieved using the
expectation-maximization algorithm [110], which iteratively improves from
an initial estimate of the model. The E-step of the algorithm guarantees an
increase in the log-likelihood of the data given the model, and thus guarantees
convergence.
3.2.1 Triphone Clustering
Coarticulation is often observed in ﬂuent speech: various acoustic parameters
of a phoneme may be altered depending on its preceding and succeeding
phonemic context [18]. One way to handle this is to explicitly model every
likely context for every possible phoneme. These so-called triphones let us
assign diﬀerent probability distributions for the same phone when seen in
diﬀerent contexts [144]. Unfortunately, the use of triphones greatly expands
the number of required parameters for the model: a system with originally 39
monophones now has 393 or roughly 1500 times the number of parameters
to train. This presents a problem in that we would require roughly that
many times the amount of data in order to get equally good estimates for
the parameters of our multivariate Gaussians. Furthermore, the distribution
of triphones is highly non-uniform  there may be some triphones that occur
often, but other plausible ones which do not violate phonotactics may not
occur at all. In order to alleviate this, parameter sharing through clustering
can be applied. The basic principle here is to assume that some triphone
states are similar enough in nature so that statistics used for estimating
either one of them can be pooled in order to get better statistical estimates.
Clustering may be performed using a top-down approach [145]. We begin
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with a set of all triphone states and determine which division most evenly
distributes the counts in the data for each state. Divisions happen along
lines motivated by linguistic knowledge [146]. For instance, one might divide
the states based on a question such as Is the left context a plosive or not?
The end result of triphone clustering is to produce a set of triphone clusters
that allow statistics from particular states of various triphones to be pooled
for better estimation. This also reduces the number of trainable parameters
substantially.
3.2.2 Word Pronunciation
Hidden Markov models are generative models : they belong to a more general
class of models known as graphical models; this family includes the HMM's
mathematical cousin, the maximum entropy Markov model [125] (MEMM),
which directly models observation vectors of speech. Both models are special
cases of dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN). Graphical models are power-
ful in that they can be embedded hierarchically; to make the HMM of a
word, one only has to repeatedly concatenate the HMMs for each phone that
is contained in the most common pronunciation. Alternate pronunciations
can be handled by embedding HMMs corresponding to their representative
phoneme sequences in parallel. The decoding of speech can then be per-
formed by considering all possible trajectories through the hidden states,
applying likelihoods for each of the observed speech features computed from
the raw signal. Usually, the estimation of parameters for HMMs is per-
formed using the Baum-Welch algorithm [147]  a speciﬁc incarnation of
the expectation-maximization algorithm [111, 148]. Viterbi decoding is usu-
ally used to recognize speech [149].
3.2.3 Imposing Language Constraints with n-Grams
In the case of large vocabulary recognition, there is usually little constraint
on what can be spoken, although we want to coax the system to try to prefer
more meaningful or likely sentences. Under these circumstances, the most
pragmatic model to constrain the number of probable utterances is the n-
gram model [150]. This model works by predicting the next word from the
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context of the n-preceding words. The order of the model, n, is the number
of previous words that has to be taken into account to make this prediction.
Given a sentence S with given a sentence with N words (w1, w2, ...wN−1), the
probability of it occurring is
P (S) = P (w1, w2, ...wN)
=
N∏
k=1
P (wk|wk − 1, ...w1)
≈
N∏
k=1
P (wk|wk − 1, ...wk−n), (3.6)
where the approximation is due to the assumption that only the next word
is inﬂuenced by n-preceding models. Some more intricate models improve
on this limited context. Trigger models [151] try to model the eﬀect of
having pairs of words that may co-occur in a sentence but are far apart,
for instance if and then. Bag of words models [152] model long-term
contextual information by vectorizing entire sentences or paragraphs and
estimating the probability of that vector occurring.
In the case when the actual words in the signal are known, a strict grammar
[153] with the words and their alternate pronunciations can be used to decode
and automatically ﬁnd word or phoneme segment boundaries in the speech.
Such grammars my be speciﬁed in Backus-Naur Form (BNF) and rigidly
restrict what can be said.
When the grammar is linear, we end up imposing an exact sequence of
words onto the utterance, allowing only variations in pronunciation. This
method, known as forced alignment, can be used to obtain automatic word
or phone segmentation of the speech [154].
3.3 Speaker-Independent Acoustic Modeling
A speaker-independent (SI) acoustic model with the topology described in
previous sections can be built from training data obtained from many diﬀer-
ent speakers. The acoustic model for the set of clustered triphones Φ is the
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set of parameters
λac = {Aφ,i,j : 1 ≤ i, j ≤M ;wφ,j,k, µφ,j,k,Σφ,j,k : φ ∈ Φ, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, 1 ≤ k ≤ K}.
(3.7)
This includes parameters such as state transition probabilities Aφ,i,j for go-
ing from state i to state j of triphone φ, mean µφ,j,k and covariance Σφ,j,k
parameters of Gaussian k in the mixture of state j in triphone φ, as well as
weights wφ,j,k for each mixture component. Note that φ and j index a clus-
tered triphone state, and might be shared across many diﬀerent triphones
that are deemed similar. Also in our setup we have three-state models for
the triphones.
Ideally, there should be enough data from diﬀerent speakers for each phoneme
and context, so that all the parameters are adequately trained. A speaker-
dependent (SD) system, however, is trained from data all from the same
speaker. The drawback of such a system is that it may not perform well
when the speaker is changed. In contrast, a speaker independent system
might perform better on new speakers, but since the data for diﬀerent tri-
phones is drawn from many speakers, they inherently have greater variability,
leading to larger covariance values [155]. What this means is that the Gaus-
sians tend to have greater variance, and would give a lower log-likelihood over
observed data. In practice it is desirable to obtain a speaker-dependent sys-
tem for a target speaker when recognizing speech, but the data requirements
for adequately training a speaker-dependent system from scratch tends to
make this an impossibility. One alternative is to use a small amount of data
from the target speaker to modify the speaker-independent system. Such
approaches are termed adaptation in the literature.
3.4 Speaker-Adaptation Techniques
There are various speaker adaptation techniques in use, but the most promi-
nent ones are MAP and MLLR [156]. Eigenvoices is an alternative method
that developed from a need to perform adaptation using very little data
[157]. The three methods diﬀer in both their computation and their ability
at adapting acoustic models; MAP requires the most data to function well,
but can potentially beat the other two. Eigenvoices can work well with very
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little data, but tends to hit a performance asymptote as the amount of data
is increased. MLLR on the other hand has properties somewhere between
the two.
3.4.1 MAP Adaptation
In the MAP approach [158] we assume a prior distribution for the model λac,
which is then used to maximize the posteriori probability of observations x,
such that
λac,MAP = argmax
λac
p(x|λac)p(λac)
= argmax
λac
p(λac|x). (3.8)
In practice, a suitable prior for the model is an initial estimate of the model,
which can be obtained through the Baum-Welch algorithm. For speaker
adaptation, this is simply the original speaker-independent acoustic model's
parameters. The solution to this has to be iteratively estimated using the
EM algorithm. Maximization at each iteration ends up as an update, that for
most parameters is usually a linear interpolation between the original model
and an ML-estimate of parameters obtained from the new data, weighted
appropriately by the likelihood of seeing the adaptation data.
This approach only updates mixture components for which data is seen.
Thus, a large and varied amount of data that covers parameters of the entire
model is necessary in order to get good adaptation results. At the same
time, since components are updated individually, new estimates of them are
usually very good. This explains the high performance of MAP adaptation
when moderate amounts of adaptation data are available.
3.4.2 MLLR Adaptation
Maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) can be used to adapt means
or variances of the model [159]. MLLR-means works by ﬁnding a linear
transform on mean parameters, such that the probability of observing the
observation data with the new parameters is maximized. Given a set of mean
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vectors
(
µ1...µk
)
, we ﬁnd
W ∗ = argmax
W
P (x|λ;Wµ), (3.9)
where λ is the model without mean parameters, and W is a linear transform
on the mean parameters. In practice, an entire set ofW transforms are found,
one for each group of parameters belonging to closely related phonemes. The
groups can be found by clustering the mean parameters so that phonemes
with similar mean cepstral values group together. Similar to MAP, an EM
algorithm is required to solve the problem. With this approach, adaptation
data seen for one component aﬀects the entire group. This allows entire
clusters of phone models to be quickly updated. Thus, less data is required
for adaptation. However, this approach does not have the speciﬁcity of MAP,
and may not perform as well when there is a lot of adaptation data.
It must be noted that when the number of phone clusters is increased the
behavior of MLLR steadily approaches that of MAP. Conversely, using a
single transform for the entire acoustic model can ameliorate global eﬀects
such as channel distortions as well.
MLLR can also be extended to covariance parameters, in which case an-
other linear transform is found that will maximize the likelihood of seen adap-
tation data. A special case of this is constrained MLLR (CMLLR) [160] , in
which both transforms for means and variances are restricted to be the same.
In the case of CMLLR, since the exponent for the multivariate Gaussian can
be written as (x−Wµ)t(WΣ)−2(x−Wµ) = (W−1x−µ)T (Σ)−2(W−1x−µ),
we observe that this is eﬀectively computing a projection on the feature vec-
tors. When there is only a single global transform, this is precisely what
CMLLR does; when a set of transforms are used, this uses a diﬀerent linear
transform on the feature space depending on the phoneme. Note that if we
use the means to actually perform clustering, what this does is produce a
mesh-like mapping from one feature space to another.
3.4.3 Eigenvoice Methods
Eigenvoices are a relatively new technique that emerged as a response to
the need for fast adaptation [161, 157]. The basic idea is to model the
variability between diﬀerent speakers as a vector subspace. First, the mean
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vectors µ(i)φ,j,k of speaker i's speaker-adapted model are concatenated in a
particular order into a supervector µ(i) . These supervectors collectively span
a speaker subspace and can be analyzed with principal components analysis
(PCA). The matrix
U =
(
µ˜(1) ... µ˜(i) ... µ˜(K),
)
= EΩV (3.10)
gives us a set of eigenvoices E = (e0, e1, ...eL), L < K that characterize the
speaker space. Usually, the ﬁrst eigenvoice e0 would correspond closely with
the speaker-independent mean vector. The means of any speaker-dependent
model can now be expressed as
µ(i) = e0 +
L∑
l=1
w
(i)
l el, (3.11)
that is, a weighted sum of these eigenvoices. In practice, the matrix U is very
large, and performing a full singular value decomposition is very expensive;
it is better to compute just the eigenvoices for the M -dimensional subspace
that we want. One approach to do this is to use the probabilistic principal
components analysis (PPCA) [162], which does exactly that using EM.
In order to adapt to a new speaker, we simply compute new weights  con-
tributions in each eigenvoice  from the adaptation data, and modify the
speaker independent model accordingly. Estimation of the new weights is
again accomplished using an EM based algorithm, in this case the maximum
likelihood eigen-decomposition (MLED). The eigenvoice method modiﬁes the
entire parameter set at once, and thus requires very little data to do adap-
tation. However, the coarse granularity of the updates means that it quickly
hits a limit on performance even as more data becomes available.
3.4.4 Combining Methods
In practice, several iterations of EM are required for the various algorithms
before the results converge and we get good recognition results. One ap-
proach is to combine diﬀerent approaches to leverage the beneﬁts of each
method [163]. This generally works by using a technique that updates at a
coarser granularity, followed by a ﬁner technique. For instance, using eigen-
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voices followed by MAP, or MLLR followed by MAP, can improve results
dramatically over just one method alone.
3.5 Summary
This chapter has outlined the basics behind speech recognition technology.
We gave a general framework for the most well studied and advanced meth-
ods in use today. We have also speciﬁed the topology of the recognizer and
acoustic model that we used in this thesis. The three approaches to adapta-
tion will be further explored in Chapter 6 when we consider the problem of
adapting normal speech acoustic models to whispered speech acoustic mod-
els.
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CHAPTER 4
WHISPERED SPEECH CORPORA
Research in whispered speech has been hampered by the lack of large pub-
licly available corpora. A carefully organized and systematically constructed
corpus is not only a valuable resource, but a necessary precursor to any
meaningful work.
Two diﬀerent corpora were collected to support diﬀerent objectives in re-
search. The Whispered TIMIT corpus (wTIMIT) is designed to satisfy the
unique needs of constructing large vocabulary speech recognizers, and thus is
styled after popular large speech corpora used for this purpose. The corpus
is designed to be phonetically balanced, and suﬃciently large to support the
statistics needed for training acoustic models in speech recognition.
The second corpus, the Whispered Modiﬁed Rhyme Test, is designed to
help us understand some limits in whispered communication, and thus re-
sembles corpora used in intelligibility tests. The Modiﬁed Rhyme Test was
speciﬁcally chosen as it is a widely recognized test of speech channel intelli-
gibility [164].
4.1 The Whispered TIMIT Corpus
The Whispered TIMIT corpus is modeled after the TIMIT corpus [165],
commonly used to study automatic recognition of phonemes. The wTIMIT
is a systematically organized collection of paired whispered and spoken ut-
terances produced by several speakers. Collection proceeded in two phases
- the ﬁrst phase consisted of utterances from 20 Singaporean speakers, the
second phase consisted of utterances from 28 North American speakers. This
resulted in two subsets that diﬀer only in accent. Detailed information on
the speakers of each subset is shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
All recordings were made in an audiometric booth using an MX-2001 direc-
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tional condenser microphone. The microphone was adjusted to be 6 inches
away from the speaker's mouth, and tilted a little away to avoid puﬀs of
air hitting the microphone. During whispering, the speaker was told to
move closer to the microphone in order to obtain a better dynamic range
for recording. Each speaker was requested to both whisper and read a set
of 450 prompts. These prompts were obtained from the phonetically bal-
anced section of the TIMIT corpus, and thus cover the most likely phonetic
contexts encountered in spoken English. Prompts were alternately read and
whispered in sets of 50 so as to avoid speaker fatigue. As far as possible,
poorly articulated sentences, mispronounced words and disﬂuent utterances
were rejected and re-recorded, but a minute number of such sentences still
made it through quality-control.
4.2 The Whispered Modiﬁed Rhyme Test Corpus
The Modiﬁed Rhyme Test is an intelligibility test designed to quantify speech
communication over spoken channels. This is done by conducting a six-way
identiﬁcation test over a 50 sets of words. The words are all monosyllabic; 25
sets of them diﬀer only in the word-initial consonant, and the other 25 diﬀer
only in the word-ﬁnal position. These word-sets are tabulated in Tables 4.3
and 4.4. Note that there are only 273 distinct words in the set because some
words are shared between sets.
Our corpus consists of each word of the set embedded in the carrier sentence
Can you say WORD now. The data was collected in an anechoic chamber
with the same MX-2001 directional condenser microphone. For data collec-
tion we used a protocol similar to that used with the wTIMIT data set. In
all, 28 native North American speakers were recorded this way. A total of
15,180 utterances were left after removing noisy and disﬂuent utterances.
4.3 Acoustic Analysis
Many diﬀerences between normal and whispered speech are well documented
in the literature. Most prominently, whisper is commonly claimed to have
• reduced spectral tilt,
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Table 4.3: List of word-initial question sets in the Modiﬁed Rhyme Test.
bale gale male pale sale tale
bang fang gang hang rang sang
bark dark hark lark mark park
beat feat heat meat neat seat
bed fed led red shed wed
bent dent rent sent tent went
best nest rest test vest west
big dig ﬁg pig rig wig
bill ﬁll hill kill till will
bit ﬁt hit kit sit wit
boil coil foil oil soil toil
book cook hook look shook took
bun fun gun nun run sun
bust dust gust just must rust
came fame game name same tame
cold fold gold hold sold told
cop hop mop pop shop top
day gay may pay say way
den hen men pen ten then
din ﬁn pin sin tin win
dip hip lip rip sip tip
eel feel heel keel peel reel
got hot lot not pot tot
jaw law paw raw saw thaw
kick lick pick sick tick wick
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Table 4.4: List of word-ﬁnal question sets in the Modiﬁed Rhyme Test.
bad bath back ban bass bat
cud cud cuﬀ cup cuss cut
did dig dill dim din dip
dub dud dung dug duck dun
ﬁb ﬁg ﬁll ﬁn ﬁt ﬁzz
kid king kick kill kin kit
mad math man map mass mat
pad path pack pan pass pat
pig pick pill pin pip pit
pub puﬀ puck pun pup pus
sad sag sack sap sass sat
sub sud sung sum sun sup
tab tang tack tam tan tap
bead beach beak beam bean beat
buﬀ bug buck bun bus but
cake came cane cape case cave
lace lake lame lane late lay
pace page pale pane pave pay
race rake rate rave raze ray
safe sake sale same sane save
seed seethe seek seem seen seep
sing sick sill sin sip sit
heave heath heal heap hear heat
peace peach peak peal peas peat
tease teach teak teal team tear
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(a) Normal speech
(b) Whispered speech
Figure 4.1: Spectrograms of normal and whispered speech.
• longer syllables,
• altered (usually raised) formant positions.
In this chapter, we describe some measurements made of the acoustic signal
to support these claims.
4.3.1 Waveform and Spectrogram Diﬀerences
Figure 4.1 shows the waveform and wide-band spectrogram of normally spo-
ken and whispered versions of the same utterance: The surplus shoes were
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sold at a discount price. Whispered speech can be characterized temporally
by the sudden bursts in the signal and noise-like transients. From the spec-
trogram, we observe that formants are less spectrally peaked and striations
typically associated with glottal vibration are absent.
4.3.2 Reduced Spectral Tilt
The spectral quality of speech can be characterized by its long-term average
spectrum (LTAS) - this is computed by averaging the magnitude squared of
spectral bins obtained from a regularly windowed discrete Fourier transform
of the signal. In other words, the spectral bins are
Hk =
1
M
M∑
m=1
|DFTk(xn+mTwn))|2
=
1
M
M∑
m=1
|
N∑
n=1
xn+mTwne
pi∗n∗k
N |2, (4.1)
whereM is the number of overlapping windows of the signal, T is the window
step, and wn is a suitable windowing function of size N . For our computation,
T was chosen to be N
4
, N is 4096 to be suﬃciently wideband. At a sampling
rate of 16 kHz, this gives a frequency resolution of around 2 Hz per bin.
The LTAS of whispered and normal speech from a single male and a single
female speaker are contrasted in Figure 4.2. There is little diﬀerence in
their general shape between the spectra for diﬀerent genders. Normal speech
has a much stronger energy in the low frequency bands as opposed to high
frequency bands - it has a greater spectral tilt. This is readily explained by
the glottal excitation in normal speech being much more energetic in the low
pass regions.
4.3.3 Formant Shift in Vowels
We took measurements of the ﬁrst three formants of three vowels /a,i,u/
found in the same context from the wTIMIT corpus. Two utterances con-
taining these vowels were drawn from every speaker in the corpus. The ﬁrst,
A huge power ([p a w ]) outage rarely ([r ær i ]), provided the /a,i/ vowels,
and the second utterance, Does Hindu [h i n d u] ideology worship cows,
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(a) Male speaker
(b) Female speaker
Figure 4.2: Log-spectral plots for whispered and normal speech. Lighter
line corresponds to whisper, darker line corresponds to normal speech.
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provided /u/. Formant measurements were aided with help of the computer
program Praat [166]. Temporal locations were found by visual inspection
of the spectrogram followed by audio veriﬁcation. In cases where the algo-
rithm failed to track formants correctly, manual correction was applied. The
formant tracks for whispered speech tend to be broader, but they also tend
to be far weaker. Occasionally, formant tracks fall below a nominal ampli-
tude and disappear. Some estimation was applied to get reasonable values,
but in cases where no reasonable estimate made sense the speech token was
discarded.
Formant frequencies are tabulated in Appendix A. In ﬂuent speech we
have coarticulation eﬀects and mild mispronunciations due to lazy articula-
tion; thus we may not necessarily get canonical values. However, cursory
examination of the data suggests an upward shift of the ﬁrst formant with
whisper, comcomitant with the apparent shortening of the vocal tract. The
second and third formant shifts depend on the vowel used.
We compute the change in frequencies of the formants as we go from nor-
mal to whispered speech for each speaker. These values are plotted in the
histograms shown in Figure 4.3. We can see that on average F1 shifts up-
wards by 200 Hz for all three vowels. This upward shift is also observed for
/a/, but the behavior of F2 and F3 does not appear to change on average
for /i,u/. Our results are consistent with ﬁndings from [69].
4.3.4 Longer Syllabic Length
Forced alignment using our trained acoustic models was used to phonetically
segment the corpora. The average phone lengths were computed from the
resulting transcription. As shown in Figure 4.4, whispered phones tend to
be longer. This also means that syllables for whispered speech in our corpus
tend to be longer, as is reported by many others in the literature.
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Figure 4.3: Change in formant frequencies going from normal to whispered
speech. Horizontal axis is frequency change (Hz), vertical axis is counts.
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(a) Consonants
(b) Vowels
Figure 4.4: Average increase in phone length due to whispering.
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CHAPTER 5
THE PERCEPTION OF WHISPERED
SPEECH
How well does whispering work as a means of communication? Tartter [76]
provides confusion matrices of nonsense whispered CV syllables, which give
us some indication of the answer. Our ﬁrst experiment complements Tartter's
by measuring accuracy of correct identiﬁcation at word-level contexts.
5.1 Experiment Design of the Whispered Modiﬁed
Rhyme Test
The test material was drawn from 27 speakers of the wMRT corpus. From
this, 20 test sessions, each consisting of 600 questions, were constructed. Each
question corresponded to one of the 50 possible word sets of wMRT, with one
of the six words in the word set as the correct answer, and could either be read
or whispered. Each session consists of utterances drawn at random from the
entire corpus, but care was taken to ensure that both the number of male and
female speakers, and the number of whispered and unwhispered utterances,
were balanced. As far as possible the utterances from diﬀerent sessions were
mutually exclusive  almost all utterances were only used once in the entirety
of the testing. Utterances were normalized by root mean squared power, and
care taken to ensure that no clipping occurred. The order of presentation of
question sets in the session was completely randomized during playback.
A total of 10 male and 10 female listeners, one for each test session, served
as subjects in the perceptual experiment. These subjects were paid for their
time. Every subject was a native speaker of English from around the Mid-
west and most were between the ages of 18 to 25; they had at least a high
school education. The tests were conducted in an audiometric booth using a
custom software program.
Before the start of testing, each subject would be briefed on the test pro-
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(a) Introduction screen (b) Playback of utterances
(c) Presentation of response choices (d) Ending screen
Figure 5.1: Screenshots from testing program.
cedure and taught how to use the testing software. Subjects were also told
to be as accurate as possible, and high accuracy would be rewarded with
bonus payment. The software, shown in Figure 5.1, played each utterance
in turn and then displayed a selection screen with six buttons  one for each
word in the question set. Subjects would listen through a pair of headphones
and pick one of the buttons in response. As shown in Figure 5.1, subjects
were allowed to replay the utterance as many times as needed to identify the
target word. They were also allowed to go back to the previous utterance in
case of a misclick, and to adjust the volume of the presentation if it was too
loud or too soft.
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5.2 Human Perception in the Whispered Modiﬁed
Rhyme Test
Overall results were 98.9% accuracy on unwhispered speech, and 94.9% on
whispered speech. It should be noted that where we do not have 100% accu-
rate identiﬁcation with phonated speech, any remaining error could be due to
any number of factors such as varying accent, varying level of articulateness
of speakers, or varying perceptual capabilities of listeners. Other factors such
as speaker or listener fatigue may come into play, but this should be ame-
liorated by the randomized testing as well as the relatively short duration,
roughly one hour, of each test and recording session.
Table 5.1: Per listener wMRT identiﬁcation accuracies.
Normal Speech Whispered Speech
Listener ID Word-Initial Word-Final Word-Initial Word-Final
001 (M) 100.000 98.000 96.667 95.333
002 (F) 100.000 96.667 95.333 98.000
003 (M) 100.000 94.667 96.000 91.333
004 (F) 100.000 96.000 96.667 94.000
005 (F) 100.000 98.667 97.333 96.000
006 (F) 100.000 97.333 95.333 86.667
007 (F) 100.000 100.000 96.667 98.000
008 (F) 100.000 98.000 94.631 94.667
009 (M) 100.000 99.333 94.667 90.000
010 (F) 98.667 98.000 98.667 91.333
011 (F) 100.000 96.667 93.333 91.333
012 (F) 99.333 98.000 95.333 95.333
013 (M) 100.000 96.667 92.000 91.333
014 (F) 100.000 97.333 98.000 94.667
015 (M) 100.000 100.000 98.000 94.667
016 (M) 100.000 99.329 98.000 94.667
017 (M) 100.000 98.000 96.667 96.000
018 (M) 98.667 98.667 96.000 93.333
019 (M) 100.000 99.333 96.000 94.000
020 (M) 100.000 99.333 97.333 92.667
The eﬀects of such factors are demonstrated clearly when examining iden-
tiﬁcation accuracies per listener, shown in Table 5.1, and accuracies per
speaker, shown in Table 5.2. A paired samples t-test using the accuracy
values per listener between diﬀerent speaking styles and diﬀerent in-word lo-
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cation contexts was conducted, and the diﬀerence in diﬀerent speaking style
and context was found to be statistically signiﬁcant. Similarly, the diﬀerences
in accuracy per speaker were also found to be statistically signiﬁcant.
Table 5.2: Per speaker wMRT identiﬁcation accuracies.
Normal Speech Whispered Speech
Speaker ID Word-Initial Word-Final Word-Initial Word-Final
103 (M) 98.319 92.806 95.000 91.057
105 (F) 100.000 94.545 98.131 85.455
106 (F) 97.059 98.925 92.381 98.780
107 (M) 100.000 96.748 92.105 92.647
108 (M) 100.000 97.581 96.377 90.909
109 (M) 100.000 99.225 98.425 96.639
110 (F) 100.000 100.000 98.246 96.703
111 (F) 100.000 94.792 97.980 88.421
112 (M) 100.000 99.107 92.248 95.935
113 (F) 100.000 100.000 94.231 97.938
114 (F) 100.000 99.083 100.000 94.262
115 (M) 100.000 100.000 95.082 97.458
117 (M) 100.000 100.000 97.080 93.333
118 (M) 100.000 99.200 96.522 95.614
119 (M) 100.000 99.231 95.690 89.583
120 (F) 100.000 100.000 100.000 99.057
121 (F) 100.000 95.652 92.857 86.916
122 (F) 100.000 100.000 92.857 100.000
123 (F) 100.000 100.000 97.778 97.980
124 (F) 100.000 98.095 97.959 97.170
125 (F) 100.000 97.826 94.048 90.909
126 (F) 100.000 97.872 100.000 94.949
127 (M) 100.000 95.455 96.899 96.800
128 (M) 100.000 96.610 96.970 84.259
129 (F) 100.000 94.624 97.938 95.349
130 (M) 100.000 98.601 94.595 92.969
131 (F) 100.000 100.000 95.833 92.308
Overall accuracies are summarized in Table 5.3. Our results indicate that
word-ﬁnal consonants appear to be more confusable than word-initial conso-
nants. This is unlikely to be due to test design itself, as task-entropies for
each case were computed and found to be highly similar. The identiﬁcation
task for word-initial diﬀerences was computed and found to be 0.432 bits per
question; the task entropy of word-ﬁnal diﬀerences was found to be 0.431
bits per question. As expected, whispered speech is less intelligible than
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phonated speech, but it is surprisingly not much worse.
Table 5.4 shows some of the most common confusions that occur in the
wMRT. Counts of one were discarded. The most common errors in whisper
are /b/→ /p/ confusions: there are 14 counts of bark→ park, 13 of big→
pig, as opposed to 5 counts of pig→ big and 3 counts of pale→ bale. Note
that there were a total of 20 presentations (since there were 20 listeners) for
each type of confusion (one per listener). Clearly, /b/ → /p/ confusions are
more common than the reverse. Perhaps in whisper, the plosives resemble
the prototypical unvoiced versions more and thus subjects tend to pick the
unvoiced version. Yet some identiﬁcation seems possible, especially for /d/
and /g/ where at least half of the voiced plosives are correctly identiﬁed (e.g.
only 3 out of 20 for dip→ tip). This supports the idea that some secondary
cues are used besides voicing.
The errors were further analyzed and tagged according to the type of con-
fusion associated with them, be it voicing-related, manner-related or place-
related. These categories are not mutually exclusive, but multiply tagged
errors are uncommon. The counts of each type of error are shown in Fig-
ure 5.2. The percentages are computed out of the total number of times
the possible error could have occurred. Errors for normal speech tend to be
largely place-related, whereas errors in whispered speech tend to be largely
voicing related. In the word-ﬁnal positions, there are a substantial number
of manner and place-related errors in whisper, much more than for word-
initial position. In other words, the errors in the word-initial position are
largely voicing related. This pattern of errors seems to be reversed in normal
speech, as there are more voicing related errors in the word-ﬁnal position.
This seems to suggest that in whispered speech diﬀerent acoustic cues convey
information in the word-initial and word-ﬁnal position.
We look at the error confusions associated with the stops in the word-
initial and word-ﬁnal positions. Normalized confusion matrices for whispered
Table 5.3: Human performance for word-initial and word-ﬁnal consonant
recognition.
Speaking Style (%)
Normal Whisper
Word-Initial 99.8 96.1
Word-Final 98.0 93.7
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MANNER PLACE
VOICING
(1)
0.31%
(0)
0.00%
(0) (1)(1)
0.03%
(1)
0.02% (0)
0.00%0.00%
0.06%
(a) Normal speech, word-initial context
MANNER PLACE
VOICING
0.24%
(6)
0.82%
(15)
0.56%
(6)
(2)
0.07%
(3)
0.25%
(14)
1.89%
(0)
0.00%
(b) Normal speech, word-ﬁnal context
MANNER PLACE
VOICING
(75)
0.06%
(2)
0.15%
(25)
(1)
23.44%
0.22%
(2) (4)
0.51%(0)
0.00% 0.13%
(c) Whispered speech, word-initial context
MANNER PLACE
VOICING
0.36%
(9)
(9)
0.33%
0.93%
(11)(14)
1.08%
(64)
8.65%
0.23%
(25)
0.82%
(15)
(d) Whispered speech, word-ﬁnal context
Voicing-related Manner-related Place-related
Normal Word-Initial 0.026% (2) 0.018% (2) 0.027% (3)
Word-Final 0.319% (19) 0.184% (14) 0.316% (26)
Whisper Word-Initial 1.326% (101) 0.259% (29) 2.079% (32)
Word-Final 1.644% (98) 0.750% (57) 0.534% (44)
Figure 5.2: Categories of errors found in perceptual wMRT.
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speech are shown in Table 5.5 for stops: similarly for nasals (Table 5.6),
fricatives and aﬀricates (Table 5.7). Since the MRT task involves a six-way
forced choice over varying groups of consonants, care has to be taken when
normalizing the table. Each diagonal entry of the table corresponds to the
probability of correct identiﬁcation under all contexts. Each oﬀ-diagonal
entry corresponds to the probability
Pφ→φˆ =
nφ→φˆ
Nφ→φˆ
, (5.1)
where nφ→φˆ is the number of times the stimulus phoneme φ gets recognized
as φˆ, and Nφ→φˆ is the number of times the question set actually allows the
particular confusion to be made. Note that with this deﬁnition, the row sums
will not add to one due to diﬀerent counts in the denominator for diﬀerent
confusions. Some confusions simply do not occur in the data, as no such
word pairs exist. An example of this would be having all presentations of the
stimulus cut not having but as any of the allowed responses; in this case
/k/ → /b/, like other such entries, would be marked with an X.
The corresponding probabilities for normal speech indicate overwhelm-
ingly correct responses and are uninteresting to reproduce here. The #
token is used to represent collectively all other phonemes besides those ex-
plicitly named in the table. Nasals, fricatives and aﬀricates are overwhelm-
ingly correct. For plosives in the word-initial position, as well as frica-
tives and aﬀricates in the word-ﬁnal position, confusions tend to occur with
voiced/unvoiced minimal pairs. There is also a tendency for voiced phonemes
to be confused as voiceless, as opposed to voiceless as voiced. All these ob-
servations are in agreement with Tartter's [76].
One task of interest is to compute an accuracy of correct voicing transmis-
sion. This can be done by considering question sets for which the contrastive
phoneme exists as one of the available choices (e.g. presenting the token
put with but as one of the available choices). Accuracy was computed only
with data from such question sets, and other data were ignored. Mistakes
which did not alter the voicing feature (e.g. /but/ → /gut/) were counted
as correct. For the word-initial position, only plosives were involved in such
question sets, so our statistics are only valid when considering plosives. The
word-ﬁnal position includes some additional phonemes such as /f/, /v/, /s/
and /z/. Table 5.8 shows the percentage of accurate transmission of voicing
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Table 5.5: Perceptual error confusions for stops.
(a) Perceptual, whispered, word-initial confusions.
response /p/ /t/ /k/ /b/ /d/ /g/ #
stimuli
/p/ 0.96 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00
/t/ 0.01 0.96 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.00 0.00
/k/ 0.00 0.00 0.97 0.00 X 0.15 0.00
/b/ 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.00
/d/ 0.00 0.25 X 0.00 0.88 0.00 0.00
/g/ 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.03 0.89 0.00
# 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.28
(b) Perceptual, whispered, word-ﬁnal confusions.
response /p/ /t/ /k/ /b/ /d/ /g/ #
stimuli
/p/ 0.91 0.04 0.01 0.08 0.05 0.00 0.00
/t/ 0.02 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.01 0.01
/k/ 0.01 0.02 0.97 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.00
/b/ 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.00
/d/ 0.01 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.72 0.00 0.04
/g/ 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.71 0.02
# 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.27
Table 5.6: Perceptual error confusions for nasals.
(a) Perceptual, whispered, word-initial confu-
sions.
response /m/ /n/ /­/ #
stimuli
/m/ 1.00 0.00 X 0.00
/n/ 0.00 0.98 X 0.00
/­/ X X X X
/#/ 0.00 0.00 X 0.18
(b) Perceptual, whispered, word-ﬁnal confu-
sions.
response /m/ /n/ /­/ #
stimuli
/m/ 0.96 0.03 0.00 0.00
/n/ 0.04 0.95 0.00 0.01
/­/ 0.00 0.04 0.96 0.00
# 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.20
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Table 5.7: Perceptual error confusions for fricatives and aﬀricates.
(a) Perceptual, whispered, word-initial confusions.
response /f/ /T/ /s/ /S/ /Ù/ /v/ /ð/ /z/ /Z/ /Ã/ #
stimuli
/f/ 0.97 X 0.00 0.00 X X X X X X 0.01
/T/ X 1.00 0.00 X X X X X X 0.00 0.00
/s/ 0.00 0.00 1.00 X X X X X X 0.00 0.00
/S/ 0.00 X X 1.00 X X X X X X 0.00
/Ù/ X X X X X X X X X X X
/v/ X X X X X 0.90 X X X X 0.02
/ð/ X X X X X X 0.95 X X X 0.01
/z/ X X X X X X X X X X X
/Z/ X X X X X X X X X X X
/Ã/ X 0.00 0.00 X X X X X X 0.97 0.01
# 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 X 0.01 0.00 X X 0.00 0.21
(b) Perceptual, whispered, word-ﬁnal confusions.
response /f/ /T/ /s/ /S/ /Ù/ /v/ /ð/ /z/ /Z/ /Ã/ #
stimuli
/f/ 0.99 X 0.00 X X 0.05 X X X X 0.00
/T/ X 0.93 0.00 X X 0.00 X X X X 0.02
/s/ 0.00 0.00 0.97 X 0.00 0.02 X 0.05 X 0.00 0.00
/S/ X X X X X X X X X X X
/Ù/ X X 0.00 X 1.00 X X 0.00 X X 0.00
/ v/ 0.25 0.10 0.00 X X 0.91 X 0.05 X 0.00 0.00
/ð/ X X X X X X X X X X X
/ z/ X X 0.23 X 0.03 0.00 X 0.88 X X 0.00
/Z/ X X X X X X X X X X X
/Ã/ X X 0.00 X X 0.00 X X X 1.00 0.00
# 0.00 0.00 0.00 X 0.00 0.00 X 0.00 X 0.00 0.21
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Table 5.8: Accuracy of voicing feature transmission computed from wMRT
result.
Voicing Transmission (in %)
Context /b/ /d/ /g/ /p/ /t/ /k/
Word-Initial 35.0 75.0 57.5 85.0 86.7 90.0
Word-Final 81.7 88.6 91.3 91.7 84.2 95.0
/f/ /v/ /s/ /z/
Word-Final 95.0 75.0 95.0 77.5
per phoneme. The overall accuracy of transmission is 71.528% for plosives
in the word-initial position, and 90.526% in the word-ﬁnal position. Trans-
mission of voicing in the word-ﬁnal position is 87.482% when the fricatives
are included. Overall accuracy of voicing transmission is 79.505%. Our ﬁg-
ures are higher than the ﬁgure of 64% obtained by Tartter [76], but perhaps
this could be explained by the greater amount of information that is con-
veyed with the full word contexts involved in our recognition task. These
results also reaﬃrm that unvoiced plosives more accurately convey voicing
than voiced plosives.
5.2.1 Eﬀect of Gender
In this set of analyses we consider how gender aﬀects identiﬁcation accuracy.
Table 5.9 shows overall identiﬁcation accuracies for each gender of speaker
and listener, for normal and whispered speech in the word-initial and word-
ﬁnal contexts. In order to investigate whether the diﬀerences were signiﬁcant,
an independent samples t-test was conducted on accuracy values obtained
for individual listeners. The test was conducted for three diﬀerent pairs of
groups, depending on the listener gender, speaker gender and whether there
was a gender mismatch.
The analysis found that accuracy diﬀerences between diﬀerent listener gen-
der groups was not signiﬁcant for both normal and whispered speech in
both word-initial and word-ﬁnal positions. Accuracy diﬀerences for when
the speaker and listener gender were mismatched and when they were not,
were insigniﬁcant.
We performed another analysis, this time based on the accuracies com-
puted per speaker. Accuracy diﬀerences between diﬀerent listener and speaker
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Table 5.9: Overall identiﬁcation accuracy for diﬀerent genders. Numbers in
brackets are the total number of questions.
(a) Normal speech, word-initial context
Listener Gender
Speaker Gender Male Female
Male 99.869 (765) 99.872 (783)
Female 99.864 (735) 99.721 (717)
(b) Normal speech, word-ﬁnal context
Listener Gender
Speaker Gender Male Female
Male 98.153 (758) 97.613 (754)
Female 98.516 (741) 97.721 (746)
(c) Whispered speech, word-initial context
Listener Gender
Speaker Gender Male Female
Male 95.269 (782) 96.016 (728)
Female 97.075 (718) 96.239 (771)
(d) Whispered speech, word-ﬁnal context
Listener Gender
Speaker Gender Male Female
Male 92.818 (738) 93.387 (741)
Female 93.832 (762) 94.598 (759)
groups were found to be insigniﬁcant. Diﬀerences in per speaker accuracy
when listener and speaker genders are matched or mismatched are also in-
signiﬁcant. Our results suggest that there is no statistical diﬀerence in the
articulation of male and female speakers. However, there could be a slight
diﬀerence in perception between male and female listeners, although their
performance is statistically neither better nor worse when listening to nor-
mal and whispered speech of the opposite gender.
5.3 Machine Recognition of wMRT Sentences
The wTIMIT trained acoustic models (see next chapter) were used analo-
gously to the perceptual tests in order to determine machine performance
on the same task. These acoustic models were context-dependent clustered
triphone models. This approach meant that we had an acoustic model inde-
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$WORD=hold|cold|told|fold|sold|gold;
(<SIL> could you say $WORD now <SIL>)
Figure 5.3: Example of a regular grammar for a wMRT question set.
pendently trained from the test sentences in wMRT. Speech recognition was
performed using an appropriately constructed regular grammar that con-
tained the carrier sentence and permitted the appropriate word choices. An
example grammar is shown in Figure 5.3.
Exactly the same test sets as those presented to human listeners were used.
Accuracy values shown in Table 5.10 do not suggest much worse performance
in whispered speech compared to non-whispered speech for either machine or
human recognition. Machine performance is much worse than human, though
more could be done to improve the speech recognition, e.g. by performing
speaker adaptation.
We can perform the same analysis on the errors as we did for the perceptual
tests. The errors made by the ASR system are categorized and shown in
Figure 5.4. Non-voicing-related errors now occur far more often, and place-
related errors seem to occur very often. There appears to be a consistent
pattern of errors that occur with both normal speech and whispered speech
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Table 5.10: Machine and human performance for whispered and
unwhispered speech recognition.
Speaking Style (%)
Normal Whisper
Human 98.8 94.8
ASR 80.9 77.5
MANNER PLACE
VOICING
0.28% 4.21%
6.35%2.66%
(33) (94)(103)
3.18%
0.58%
(28)
(4) (37)
18.06%
(65)
(a) Normal speech, word-initial
MANNER PLACE
VOICING
2.63% 18.59%
0.91%
(383)(41)
(160)
5.34%
(34)
(104)
5.72% 10.55%
(116)
(215)
29.05%
(b) Normal speech, word-ﬁnal
MANNER PLACE
VOICING
1.86%
2.25%
5.07%
0.70%
40.56%
(146)
(23)
(73)
(75)
(34)
(13)
0.90%
(52)
5.91%
(c) Whispered speech, word-initial
MANNER PLACE
VOICING
1.99%
(31)
15.11%
(310)(111)
3.71%
1.29%
1.87% 8.64%
(240)
32.61%
(34) (95)
(48)
(d) Whispered speech, word-ﬁnal
Voicing-related Manner-related Place-related
Normal Word-Initial 1.782% (134) 1.561% (168) 2.510% (262)
Word-Final 6.346% (469) 3.355% (339) 7.009% (693)
Whisper Word-Initial 3.260% (245) 1.329% (143) 2.242% (234)
Word-Final 5.642% (417) 2.216% (224) 5.709% (564)
Figure 5.4: Categories of errors found in ASR wMRT.
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 the system does not appear to make mistakes diﬀerently for either type of
speech.
Tables 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 show the confusion patterns for the various
manner categories. As can be seen, there is much less structure compared
with the perceptual results. Notably, the bias in confusions preferring a
[voiced] → [voiceless] type of error is absent. However, errors still appear
to be chieﬂy with respect to the voicing distinction. Finally, with the word-
ﬁnal stops, errors occur along one error dimension, either voicing or place,
and combination type errors appear to be rarer.
An analysis of voicing transmission now completes our comparison with
the perceptual results. These ﬁgures are tabulated in Table 5.14. Voicing
is transmitted with of 54.931% for word-initial plosives, and 63.330% for
word-ﬁnal plosives. Overall voicing transmission in the word-ﬁnal position is
64.258%, and overall accuracy of voicing transmission is 59.094%.
The pattern of ASR errors is substantially diﬀerent from perceptual errors.
Surprisingly, some plosives have better voicing transmission in ASR than
in human perception. Thus, although ASR accuracy is lower than human
accuracy on average, it is not true that humans outperform ASR for every
phoneme.
5.4 The Eﬀect of Context in Communication
The perceptual and ASR results give a good idea of how whispered speech
carries across information at word-level contexts. Our result is comparable to
Tartter's [76]. In the perceptual results, a similar bias to mistake [voiced] →
[voiceless] was observed. Machine recognition makes diﬀerent mistakes from
humans, and overall is worse. Interestingly, limiting the listener responses
to valid word choices seems to help machine recognition reach the level seen
with nonsense CVs. This seems to have a greater eﬀect in human perception
 limited task entropy helps recognition even more. Tarttar's result gives us
an accuracy of 64% for nonsense CVs; this ﬁgure goes up to 94% when word
contexts are considered.
Given this result it is uncertain whether or not it is necessary for speciﬁc
distinctive features to be completely correctly conveyed. The question of how
much a distinctive feature contributes to discriminating words is addressed
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Table 5.11: Error confusions for stops in ASR wMRT.
(a) ASR, whispered, word-initial.
response /p/ /t/ /k/ /b/ /d/ /g/ #
stimuli
/p/ 0.85 0.01 0.00 0.47 0.01 0.00 0.01
/t/ 0.05 0.69 0.18 0.09 0.35 0.12 0.01
/k/ 0.02 0.07 0.69 0.03 X 0.80 0.02
/b/ 0.38 0.01 0.01 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.00
/d/ 0.14 0.41 X 0.06 0.62 0.17 0.00
/g/ 0.00 0.15 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.89 0.00
# 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.27
(b) ASR, whispered, word-ﬁnal.
response /p/ /t/ /k/ /b/ /d/ /g/ #
stimuli
/p/ 0.69 0.19 0.14 0.43 0.02 0.00 0.01
/t/ 0.03 0.76 0.18 0.00 0.06 0.10 0.02
/k/ 0.07 0.34 0.72 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.01
/b/ 0.30 0.65 0.08 0.43 0.00 0.23 0.03
/d/ 0.03 0.70 0.11 0.33 0.22 0.14 0.06
/g/ 0.00 0.23 0.50 0.00 0.08 0.26 0.10
# 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.25
Table 5.12: Error confusions for nasals in ASR wMRT.
(a) ASR word-initial confusions.
response /m/ /n/ /­/ #
stimuli
/m/ 0.93 0.25 X 0.01
/n/ 0.15 0.88 X 0.02
/­/ X X X X
# 0.01 0.01 X 0.18
(b) ASR word-ﬁnal confusions.
response /m/ /n/ /­/ #
stimuli
/m/ 0.69 0.28 0.00 0.02
/n/ 0.34 0.73 0.06 0.03
/­/ 0.00 0.14 0.85 0.00
# 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.20
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Table 5.13: Confusions for fricatives and aﬀricates in ASR wMRT.
(a) Whispered, word-initial.
response /f/ /T/ /s/ /S/ /Ù/ /v/ /ð/ /z/ /Z/ /Ã/ #
stimuli
/f/ 0.94 X 0.03 0.00 X X X X X X 0.01
/T/ X 0.80 0.05 X X X X X X 0.00 0.05
/s/ 0.02 0.00 0.98 X X X X X X 0.00 0.00
/S/ 0.00 X X 1.00 X X X X X X 0.00
/Ù/ X X X X X X X X X X X
/v/ X X X X X 0.65 X X X X 0.07
/ð/ X X X X X X 0.30 X X X 0.14
/z/ X X X X X X X X X X X
/Z/ X X X X X X X X X X X
/Ã/ X 0.00 0.00 X X X X X X 0.93 0.02
# 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.00 X 0.00 0.00 X X 0.00 0.21
(b) Whispered, word-ﬁnal.
response /f/ /T/ /s/ /S/ /Ù/ /v/ /ð/ /z/ /Z/ /Ã/ #
stimuli
/f/ 0.88 X 0.02 X X 0.20 X X X X 0.02
/T/ X 0.46 0.00 X X 0.80 X X X X 0.09
/s/ 0.02 0.00 0.99 X 0.00 0.00 X 0.00 X 0.00 0.00
/S/ X X X X X X X X X X X
/Ù/ X X 0.00 X 0.98 X X 0.00 X X 0.00
/v/ 0.40 0.00 0.20 X X 0.65 X 0.00 X 0.00 0.04
/ð/ X X X X X X X X X X X
/z/ X X 0.78 X 0.07 0.00 X 0.55 X X 0.01
/Z/ X X X X X X X X X X X
/Ã/ X X 0.50 X X 0.00 X X X 0.50 0.00
# 0.02 0.02 0.00 X 0.05 0.03 X 0.00 X 0.07 0.20
Table 5.14: Accuracy of voicing feature transmission computed from ASR
wMRT result.
Voicing Transmission (in %)
Context /b/ /d/ /g/ /p/ /t/ /k/
Word-Initial 60.0 38.8 92.5 53.3 65.0 20.0
Word-Final 66.7 21.4 46.1 55.0 92.5 98.3
/f/ /v/ /s/ /z/
Word-Final 80.0 60.0 100.0 22.5
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Figure 5.5: Filtering approach to estimate information transmitted.
by the concept of functional load [167]. Early methods to quantify this
involve counting the number of minimal pairs having the particular feature
opposition, which can be skewed depending on the probability of occurrence
of the minimal pairs. Hockett provides an information theoretic approach
which is also adopted by Carter [168] and Surendran and Niyogi [169, 170],
which we will paraphrase here. The approach works by measuring the entropy
diﬀerence between text from a ﬁltered and unﬁltered language.
5.4.1 Entropy Loss in Filtered Speech
We begin by considering a hypothetical ﬁlter, which conﬂates contrastive
phonemes for a particular distinctive feature. For example, the conﬂation
ﬁlter might conﬂate /b/ and /p/. This is modeled in Figure 5.5. Here,
X represents a random process which generates a sequence of speech to-
kens, speciﬁcally phonemes. Since this system is deterministic, the condi-
tional entropy H(Y |X) is 0. Applying the identity for mutual information,
I(X;Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y ) = H(Y ) − H(Y |X), gives us the amount of
information lost by the conﬂation of /b/ and /p/ as
H(X|Y ) = H(X)−H(Y ) (5.2)
bits. In another sense, this quantiﬁes the information conveyed by having
the particular distinction. Suppose we sample a sequence of tokens x from
the process X. If we model X and Y with an appropriate generative model
trained from the corpus x, we can consider the diﬀerence between entropies
of those models instead to be an estimate of information transmitted in bits
H(X|Y ) ≈ log2 pX(x)− log2 pY (y)
n
, (5.3)
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where pX(x) is the probability of token sequence x under the model X, and
n is the number of tokens in x. The functional load of the distinctive feature
is given by
FL(feature) =
H(X)−H(Y )
H(X)
=
H(X|Y )
H(X)
× 100%, (5.4)
as a percentage of the bits per token that are actually involved in transmitting
the feature conﬂated out. This gives us a procedure to estimate the amount of
information transmitted by the contrastive pair, using the respective n-gram
models trained from those pieces of data.
We processed the APW segment of the English Gigaword corpus, and ob-
tained a unigram count of words. This word list was then used with the
Sequitur grapheme to phoneme algorithm [171] in order to produce a dic-
tionary of phonemic spellings. The algorithm was trained using the public
phonetic lexicon, cmudict, from CMU. Resubstituting all words in the cor-
pus with their phonemic spellings gave us a corpus of phonemic tokens to
work with. We now apply our procedure to the phonetized corpus, using
diﬀerent conﬂation ﬁlters. First, all vowels were conﬂated to a single token.
The SRI language modeling tools were then used with the original corpus
to compute an n-gram language model, from which the corpus cross-entropy
is computed. The conﬂation ﬁlter produces a distorted text, from which
a similar model is trained and a cross-entropy computed. The complexity
of the language model used for computation, that is, the n of the n-gram,
relates to the length of the context we are studying. The number of bits
per token needed to transmit the contrastive feature can be computed from
the cross-entropy of the undistorted corpus computed with the undistorted
model. Dividing this by the cross-entropy of the undistorted corpus allows
us to ﬁnd out what percentage of the information is carried by voicing.
Results for unigrams, bigrams and trigrams are summarized in Table 5.15.
The numbers in parentheses are functional loads. We observe that our un-
igram cross-entropy for the baseline is similar to Shannon's value of 2.6 for
English [172]. Information transmitted by being able to distinguish various
phoneme pairs varies from phoneme to phoneme, with /d/ and /t/ being the
least informative among plosives, and /s/ and /z/ most informative among
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Figure 5.6: Reducing entropy of the language with increased context.
fricatives and aﬀricates. As the model complexity is increased, the amount
of information conveyed is reduced; i.e. context eﬀects reduce the need for
voicing distinctions to convey information. This is also illustrated by Figure
5.6, which shows how the number of bits required to transmit the language
is reduced as context length is increased. With context of 7 phone tokens,
voicing only conveys 0.407% of the information in the language. The results
seem to suggest that context may obviate all but 1% to 5% of the information
carried by voicing distinctions.
5.5 Discussion of Results
This chapter has presented results from perceptual studies as well as machine
recognition results on the same task. Performance of humans at recognizing
words in whisper appear much better when compared with results on non-
sense CV identiﬁcation. There is strong evidence here that context eﬀects aid
communication, especially in whisper. The distinctive feature that is most
aﬀected in whisper is voicing, and our studies with large text corpora seem to
indicate that perhaps the overall contribution of voicing distinct phonemes
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to communication is not large. Finally, our results, taken in conjunction with
prior work, indicate that whispering works really well under noise-free listen-
ing conditions. With the exception of voicing, there is not much degradation
in the transmission of distinctive features. However, it is not completely clear
how well whisper works under noise. A possible follow-up study would be to
study the confusions of whispered nonsense CV syllables under diﬀering noise
conditions, repeating the work of Miller and Nicely [77] but for whispered
speech under diﬀerent band-pass conditions.
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CHAPTER 6
RECOGNITION OF WHISPERED SPEECH
This chapter describes the experiments done on recognizing whispered speech.
We document the performance of standard training and adaptation tech-
niques, and propose new methods for building whispered speech acoustic
models.
6.1 Accuracy of Speaker-Independent Acoustic
Models
We ﬁrst took a look at the performance of speaker-independent speech recog-
nition systems on whispered speech. Acoustic models were trained from var-
ious subsets of the data using a training recipe similar to the one found in
[143]. The front end used 13 mel-frequency cepstral coeﬃcients (MFCCs)
and their delta and delta-deltas as feature vectors and applied cepstral mean
subtraction. The acoustic model consisted of tied context-dependent tri-
phones with mixture Gaussians for the observation probability distributions.
Three-state monophone models were ﬁrst trained, then short pause models
inserted. Monophones were split into triphones and clustered using a de-
cision tree. The number of Gaussians was then steadily increased and the
models re-estimated. The language model was a bigram built from the exist-
ing sentences found in TIMIT, and backed oﬀ to unigram using Good-Turing
smoothing. Accuracy is computed as
A =
N − I − S −D
N
× 100%, (6.1)
where N is the number of words, and I, S and D are the numbers of inser-
tions, substitutions and deletions in the recognized sentence, after aligning
it with the reference (correct) sentence using a minimum edit distance al-
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gorithm. Our baseline result with the TIMIT corpus itself was 75.6% word
recognition accuracy using this procedure.
The data were divided into training, development and test subsets for each
subset of a speciﬁc type of speech data. In our nomenclature the suﬃxes -us
and -sg correspond to the parts of the corpus with a North American and a
Singaporean accent respectively, and -n and -w correspond to unwhispered
and whispered subsets of the data. The exact same steps were used in all
cases to build the acoustic model; but depending on the training data-set,
diﬀerent acoustic models were built. The development sets were used to tune
parameters such as word insertion penalty and grammar scale factor. Each
acoustic model was then cross-tested with test subsets of the respective type
of speech data, to obtain the results shown in Table 6.1.
The trained models show relatively high accuracy in cases where there is
no mismatch between test and training data; however, the models for whis-
per perform signiﬁcantly worse than those for non-whispered speech models.
The results when there is a mismatch in the training and test data seem
to indicate that accent causes at least as much accuracy loss (if not more)
as speaking style when it comes to speech recognition. Poor performance
across speaking style underscores the inherent brittleness in the standard
approach to training speech recognizers. These ﬁgures sharply contradict
those reported in [69], which claimed that whispered models can work for
non-whispered speech and vice versa. There can be many reasons why our
system does not perform as robustly as those trained by Itoh et al., one reason
could be the diﬀerent choice of front end, perhaps speciﬁcally in the cepstral
normalization technique. Due to the formula used for computing accuracy,
negative values are possible and are in fact reported here. We found that the
errors were largely due to spurious insertions which drastically reduced ac-
curacy. However the source of these errors remains unidentiﬁed. Very likely,
techniques similar to those used for making robust speech recognizers have
to be used to achieve similar performance. We now turn to a consideration
of such methods.
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Table 6.1: Word recognition accuracy across diﬀerent models and data-sets.
(a) TIMIT and coarser wTIMIT subsets
Dataset
Acoustic Models TM wTM wTM-n wTM-w wTM-us wTM-sg
TIMIT 75.57 -17.49 -15.34 -19.63 -11.23 -21.63
wTIMIT -9.19 81.76 87.09 76.46 84.93 79.66
wTIMIT-n -1.02 51.19 85.99 16.74 56.58 47.61
wTIMIT-w -6.34 50.30 25.42 76.18 53.40 48.25
wTIMIT-us -10.22 58.34 48.75 82.24 86.27 12.95
wTIMIT-sg -3.22 27.08 31.64 22.22 17.55 80.76
(b) TIMIT and ﬁner wTIMIT subsets
Dataset
Acoustic Models us us-n us-w sg sg-n sg-w
TIMIT -11.23 -10.78 -11.69 -21.63 -18.36 -24.91
wTIMIT 84.93 88.69 81.16 79.66 86.03 73.35
wTIMIT-n 56.58 88.89 24.05 47.61 84.07 11.86
wTIMIT-w 53.40 27.79 81.36 48.25 23.85 72.76
wTIMIT-us 86.27 89.41 83.12 12.95 23.39 2.52
wTIMIT-us-n 54.33 88.84 4.67 0.04 17.07 -16.99
wTIMIT-us-w 53.80 27.88 82.04 -4.72 -16.37 6.92
wTIMIT-sg 17.55 19.25 15.86 80.76 86.96 74.56
wTIMIT-sg-n 5.08 15.08 -4.83 47.40 84.55 11.90
wTIMIT-sg-w 2.77 -11.40 16.81 48.40 22.38 74.97
6.2 Implementing Eigenvoices in HTK
Eigenvoices [161] provide a way to perform rapid adaptation by exploiting
the structure in inter-speaker variation. A simple approach is to consider
only the mean parameters of an acoustic model. We assume that the means
for an acoustic model can be treated as a linear combination of eigenvoices.
The mean parameters µm for each mixture can be concatenated into a giant
supervector
µk =

µk,1
...
µk,M
 , (6.2)
for an acoustic model of the k-th speaker with a total of M mixture Gaus-
sians. Finding the eigenvoices involves ﬁnding spanning vectors for the sub-
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space spanned by K speakers
S = span{µk, µ2, ...µK}. (6.3)
A dimensionality reduction technique is then used to ﬁnd a compact sub-
space of the speaker subspace, thus concentrating only on the key diﬀerences
that vary from speaker to speaker. Principal components analysis (PCA)
is one method whereby we can obtain a set of {e(1), ...e(E)} eigenvectors,
E < K, which characterize the subspace S. These eigenvectors are dubbed
eigenvoices. In practice, the dimensionality of the e(k) vectors is very large,
so directly computing the covariance matrix of the set of speaker vectors, as
is required in PCA, is intractable. One way around this is to use probabilistic
principal components analysis (PPCA), which has an EM algorithm that is
linear in the size of the eigenvectors and estimates the principal subspace of
S [162].
The PPCA-EM algorithm does not actually produce orthogonal eigenvec-
tors  instead it produces vectors that span a given q dimensional subspace.
These vectors themselves capture inter-speaker variablity, and when used in
conjunction with the mean supervector, can be used as a set of eigenvoices.
Implementing eigenvoices in HTK consisted of two steps  an implementation
of the PPCA-EM algorithm to produce a set of eigenvoices, and an imple-
mentation of the MLED algorithm in order to ﬁnd optimal weights given the
eigenvoices, for a given speaker.
6.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Eigen-Decomposition
Maximum likelihood eigen-decomposition (MLED) is a method proposed in
[161], which produces a ML estimate of eigenvoice weights from given speech
 the derivation of which is reproduced here. The algorithm seeks to ﬁnd a
model that maximizes the likelihood of the observed data
λˆ = argmax
λ
L(O|λ). (6.4)
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This is equivalent to optimizing the auxilary function in the face of unknown
data ξ
Q(λˆ|λ) = E[logL(O, ξ|λˆ)|O, λ]. (6.5)
In the case of adapting the means for a Gaussian mixture HMM, this is
equivalent to optimizing
Qb(µˆ, µ) = −1
2
L(O|µ)
∑
m,t
γm(t)[(ot − µˆm)TC−1m (ot − µˆm)], (6.6)
for each mixture m, where µ are mean parameters, Cm are covariance param-
eters, ot are observations at time t, and γm(t) is the occupation likelihood of
mixture m at time t.
The model means are a linear combination of eigenvoices, given by
µˆm =
L∑
k=1
wkem(k). (6.7)
Substituting this into the auxilary function and diﬀerentiating yields the
system of equations
∑
m,t
γm(t)e
T
m(k)C
−1
m ot =
∑
m,t
γm(t)
L∑
j=1
wje
T
m(k)C
−1
m em(j)
=
∑
m,t
γm(t)e
T
m(k)C
−1
m Emw (6.8)
for k ∈ 1...L.
Rewriting the L equations in matrix form, we obtain∑
m,t
γm(t)E
T
mC
−1
m ot =
∑
m,t
γm(t)E
T
mC
−1
m Emw, (6.9)
where matrix E is an L by v matrix of eigenvoices for a mixture, where v
is the dimension of the observation vector, and L is the number of eigen-
voices. MLED thus can be implemented in HTK by directly accumulating
the ETmC−1m Em and ETmC−1m matrices, and w obtained using a linear solver.
Finally, our implementation of MLED involved the following changes to
HTK:
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• A new update mode (UPEIGV) to HTK
• Modiﬁcation of HERest to accept the new update mode using the `-u'
switch with an `e' (for eigenvoice) ﬂag
• Code to read in an eigenvoice matrix in binary format and an `-e' switch
to HERest
• Modiﬁcation to HFB.c to perform the necessary accumulation
• Code to compute w from the accumulated matrices in HERest
Experiments with the implementation showed that MLED was eﬀective
in estimating weights, and often produced a good speaker-dependent model
with one iteration of the algorithm.
6.3 Speaker Adaptation with Normal and Whispered
Speech
We compared the performance of diﬀerent adaptation techniques for whis-
pered speech. Results for normal speech are ﬁrst presented. Table 6.2(a)
shows the performance improvement of various basic techniques for normal
speech, averaged over all speakers. These values are computed by subtracting
the baseline accuracy of the speaker-independent model of 66.65% over the
test set from the accuracy for the respective speaker adapted models. Here,
MLLR(m) and MAP(m) update only the mean components; CMLLR and
MAP(mv) update both means and variances. The supervectors for eigenvoice
adaptation are assembled from the mean components of speaker adapted
models, which themselves are either adapted with MAP(m) or MLLR(m);
these correspond to the EIGV(map) and EIGV(mllr) labels.
For the MAP update methods, we found that the best results were obtained
on the ﬁrst iteration  further iterations tended to degrade performance.
Our results show that MLLR, CMLLR and Eigenvoice using MLLR-adapted
means can achieve very good adaptation results even without a lot of adap-
tation data. MLLR and CMLLR can improve as more adaptation data is
available, but the Eigenvoice method seems to quickly hit a performance
asymptote. The comparatively poorer performance of MAP could be due to
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Table 6.2: Delta-word recognition accuracy  improvement over SI baseline
for diﬀerent speaker adaptation methods (normal acoustic models).
(a) Basic speaker adaptation methods
# of Utts MLLR(m) CMLLR MAP(m) MAP(mv) EIGV(map) EIGV(mllr)
5 6.67 8.52 1.43 -0.24 3.39 7.37
10 7.05 8.09 2.03 1.09 4.17 7.57
50 8.20 9.92 2.40 0.72 4.30 7.46
100 8.33 8.82 3.17 1.13 4.60 7.62
(b) Combined speaker adaptation methods
# of Utts MLLR(m)+MAP CMLLR+MAP EIGV+MAP
5 5.50 0.45 -3.37
10 5.44 1.72 -3.79
50 7.52 0.77 -8.53
100 7.12 1.08 -11.97
the few number of utterances used in adaptation, as well as poor overlap of
updated parameters and parameters seen in the test set. This could have an
eﬀect of overtraining the MAP models to give unsatisfactory results.
The adaptation methods can be combined to good eﬀect. One commonly
used method is to apply a coarser, more rapidly adapting technique such
as MLLR, followed by a ﬁner technique such as MAP. Results for combined
approaches are further tabulated in 6.2(b). Applying MAP as a ﬁnal step
seemed to generally degrade performance. The reason for this is not clear,
but could be due to insuﬃcient data to properly apply MAP.
Next, we look at the same methods as applied to whispered speech. Table
6.3 shows analogous results for whispered speech. The baseline accuracy
for the speaker-independent model is 54.65%. The methods involving MAP
once again fail to work. Our results seem to indicate that there is a larger
margin for improvement in whispered speech. It seems unlikely to explain
this by suggesting that there is greater inter-speaker variability in whispered
speech. Another more likely explanation is that the poorer performance
of the speaker-independent whispered speech model allows a larger margin
for improvement. To further examine these claims we tabulate the relative
improvement of each method  that is improvement in word error rate divided
by the word error rate of the speaker-independent model  to give a better
comparison in Table 6.4. These ﬁgures clearly support the idea that the
speaker diﬀerences in whisper are greater than in normal speech.
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Table 6.3: Delta word recognition accuracy  improvement over SI baseline
for diﬀerent speaker adaptation methods (whispered acoustic models).
(a) Basic speaker adaptation methods
MLLR(m) CMLLR MAP(m) MAP(mv) EIGV(map) EIGV(mllr)
5 7.60 7.94 2.46 -0.37 7.90 11.37
10 10.12 9.64 2.99 0.26 8.04 11.80
50 12.42 12.54 2.70 1.36 8.44 11.97
100 12.40 13.45 3.50 1.74 8.22 11.93
(b) Combined speaker adaptation methods
MLLR(m)+MAP CMLLR+MAP EIGV+MAP
5 5.62 -0.03 -1.38
10 8.72 0.80 -3.78
50 10.05 0.67 -10.99
100 10.43 2.00 -13.82
Table 6.4: Relative WER reduction  comparison of speaker adaptation
methods (in %).
# of Utterances
Adaptation Normal Acoustic Model Whisper Acoustic Model
Method 5 10 50 100 5 10 50 100
MLLR(m) 17.88 19.13 22.37 22.89 14.62 20.30 25.23 25.29
CMLLR 22.27 20.74 25.85 23.40 15.57 18.83 25.58 26.45
MAP(m) 0.26 1.56 -1.32 0.88 1.73 1.99 -1.79 1.38
MAP(mv) -11.55 -6.70 -15.64 -15.60 -6.00 -8.55 -9.29 -6.96
EIGV(map) 8.70 10.38 10.50 11.24 17.84 17.52 19.06 18.47
EIGV(MLLR) 20.63 20.93 20.28 20.73 25.48 25.69 26.14 26.10
6.4 Adapting Speaking Style and Accent Using
CMLLR
The next set of experiments use constrained maximum likelihood linear re-
gression (CMLLR) to determine how well existing trained non-whispered
speech or whispered speech models can be adapted to a diﬀerent speaking
style. The best combination of parameters found was to use CMLLR with
a large number of nodes (256) in our regression tree. Improvement achieved
by adapting the non-whispered speech model for North American English to
whispered speech is shown in the ﬁrst line in Table 6.5, and further results
for diﬀerent permutations follow. The last column of the table corresponds
to accuracy obtained from testing the target adaptation test data with a
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Table 6.5: Word recognition accuracies obtained from adapting accent and
speaking style with CMLLR.
Adaptation Data Number of Utterances Target Model
Original Model (Target) 10 50 100
wtimit-us-n whisper 37.5 51.7 55.7 76.3
accent 13.4 30.9 36.5 82.5
wtimit-us-w normal 64.2 73.8 75.4 87.7
accent 0.5 12.9 17.8 69.0
speaker-independent model trained from the training subset of the same type
of data. Use of more than 100 utterances did not noticeably improve the re-
sult, and we can see that the performance never reaches the level achieved by
acoustic models in the same modality. The approach works well for adapting
whispered speech models to non-whispered speech but not for accent. Even
for the purpose of style adaptation there is room for improvement, and other
methods for adaptation should prove useful to this problem.
6.5 Acoustic Model Adaptation with Limited
Whisper Data
In real-world applications it is far more likely to encounter collections of
normally spoken, unwhispered speech for a particular talker rather than
whispered speech. One application of interest is thus to ﬁnd some method
of building a speaker-dependent acoustic model of whisper using only un-
whispered speech from that speaker in conjunction with whispered and un-
whispered speech from anybody else. In this section, we develop some new
algorithms to do just that.
6.5.1 Mapping of Eigenvoice Weights
Our algorithms are based on the eigenvoice adaptation of the means. For
speaker i, the mean parameters for a given state s and mixture j are expressed
as a linear combination of eigenvoices,
µˆs,ji =
∑
k
wi,ke
s,j
k , (6.10)
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where ek is a supervector made from concatenating es,jk in a particular order
of the state and components, and ek is the k-th eigenvoice for the given
subspace, and wi,k's are eigenvoice weights that characterize the speciﬁc
speaker i in the inter-speaker space. Our training procedure pairs up speaker-
dependent models of unwhispered and whispered speech for individual talk-
ers, and builds two eigenspaces  one corresponding to unwhispered speech,
the other to whispered speech. This general approach is illustrated in Figure
6.1. For each speaker in the training database, the eigenvoice weights for the
non-whispered and whispered subspaces are functionally related via
wˆ
(w)
i = (wˆ
(w)
i,1 , ...wˆ
(w)
i,k , ...)
T = f((w
(n)
i,1 , ...w
(n)
i,k , ...)
T )
= f(w
(n)
i ). (6.11)
Here, the superscripts n and w correspond to unwhispered and whispered
models, and f is some function between the normal and whisper spaces that
has to be learned. Given a new speaker, unwhispered speech can be used
to obtain suitable eigenvoice weights which are then mapped into whispered
speech, and from here used to generate an acoustic model for recognizing
whisper. This procedure does not require any whispered speech from the
new speaker at all.
Two methods were considered for ﬁnding the mapping f . The ﬁrst ap-
proach is to simply consider a least squares projection on the set of paired
vectors for speakers in the training database. Let us consider a projection P
that maps a vector of normal speaker weights w(n)k to a vector of whispered
speaker weights w(w)k , for the k-th speaker. A suitable error criterion is to
minimize the mean squared error over all speakers, that is
P = argmin
P
∑
∀k
‖Pw(n)k − w(w)k ‖2
= argmin
P
‖W (n)TP T −W (w)T‖2, (6.12)
where W (n) are vectors of each speaker's eigenvoice weights for the unwhis-
pered speech, arranged column by column, and W (w) arranged from eigen-
voice weights for whispered speech. Equation 6.12 is a standard least squares
problem and is solved with the pseudo-inverse of W (n)T . For K eigenvoice
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of eigenspace mapping approach. This shows the
case for two eigenvoices. Thick solid lines with the bullet end represent the
mean vector for speaker-independent acoustic models. Ellipses represent
eigenspaces for both types of speech: the longer axis of the ellipse is aligned
with the ﬁrst eigenvoice, the lateral axis with the second eigenvoice. The
thick arrowed lines represent the speaker-dependent perturbation oﬀ the
SI-mean, which can be described by eigenvoice weights (w's). As described
in the text, any plausible mapping function described by Equation 6.11 will
work.
weights, this gives
P =

p0,0 p1,0 ... pK−1,0
p1,0 p1,1 ... pK−1,1
... ... ...
pK−1,0 pK−1,1 ... pK−1,K−1

= [(W (n)W (n)
T
)−1W (n)W (w)
T
]T . (6.13)
Since the eigenvoice supervectors are themselves orthonormal, a linear
transform with them as column vectors is distance-preserving. Hence our so-
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SI(n)
SI(w)
w2
w
2
w 1
w1
EIGENSPACE
WHISPERED
EIGENSPACE
UNWHISPERED
Figure 6.2: Illustration of projection-based eigenvoice mapping procedure.
This shows the case for two eigenvoices. Thick solid lines with a bullet end
represent the mean vector for speaker-independent acoustic models.
Ellipses represent eigenvoice spaces for both types of speech: the longer axis
of the ellipse is aligned with the ﬁrst eigenvoice, and the lateral axis with
the second eigenvoice. The thick arrowed line on the left represents the
speaker-dependent perturbation oﬀ the SI-mean (left arrow); the other
arrowed line corresponds to the resulting mapped SD-perturbation. We can
see that the estimates of eigenvoice weights in whisper space wˆk's result
from a linear projection of wk's.
lution also minimizes ‖E(w)W (w)−E(w)PW (n)‖2 = ‖µ(w)−µ(w)
E(w)
⊥−E(w)PW (n)‖2,
where E(w) is a matrix composed of the whispered eigenvoices, and µ(w) is the
supervector of Gaussian mean parameters of a particular speaker's whispered
acoustic model. Since E(w)W (w) is an approximation to µ(w), leaving out the
components of µ(w) which are orthogonal to the E(w) subspace, this has to
be accounted for by µ(w)
E(w)
⊥ . In other words this approach approximately
minimizes the mean squared error between the resulting mean parameters of
the projected supervector computed from parameters of the original normal
acoustic model and the original whispered acoustic model. This approach is
illustrated in Figure 6.2.
A second method models the non-whispered and whispered eigenvoice
weights w(n)i and w
(w)
i of each speaker i jointly using a Gaussian mixture
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PDF, each mixture having a mean and covariance
λk =
(
λ
(n)
k
λ
(w)
k
)T
, (6.14)
Σk =
(
Σ
(n)
k Σ
(nw)
k
Σ
(wn)
k Σ
(w)
k
)
, (6.15)
and applying Gaussian mixture regression [4] to obtain an estimate of wˆ(w),
wˆ
(w)
i =
∑
k
p(k|w(n))Ck(w(n) − λ(n)k ), (6.16)
where Ck is the rotation matrix for the k'th mixture given by
Ck = Σ
(wn)
k Σ
n
k
−1. (6.17)
In practice, these methods may provide a poor estimate of the whispered
speech supervector due to insuﬃcient data. One way to ameliorate this is to
use the speaker-independent whispered speech model µ(w)SI as a background
and perform a MAP update on each state j and mixture component m with
µ˜jm =
Njm
Njm + τ
µˆ(w) +
τ
Njm + τ
µ
(w)
SI , (6.18)
where Njm are state occupation likelihoods.
6.5.2 Joint Eigenvoice Adaptation of Whispered and Normal
Speech
In this approach we train common eigenvoices as an alternative to using
a mapping function. We can obtain supervectors for the speaker-dependent
normal speech model and the whispered speech model, and concatenate them
into a giant supervector
µ˜i =
(
µ
(n)
i
µ
(w)
i
)
, (6.19)
where µ(n) and µ(w) are supervectors of speaker i, described in the previous
section, for normal and whispered speech respectively. PPCA is then used
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to ﬁnd a set of joint eigenvoices e˜'s from
SV D{
(
µ˜1 µ˜i ... µ˜K
)
} = E˜ΩV
=
(
e˜0 e˜1 ... e˜M
)
ΩV.
=
(
e
(n)
0 e
(n)
1 ... e
(n)
M
e
(w)
0 e
(w)
1 ... e
(w)
M
)
ΩV. (6.20)
Given normal speech from a new speaker, we simply use MLED to esti-
mate weights using only the top half of the eigenvoices, and apply the same
weights in conjunction with the whisper halves of the eigenvoices to generate
a whispered speech model.
6.5.3 Word Recognition Accuracy Achieved Using Transformed
Models
For this set of experiments, a triphone model with single Gaussians at each
state was used, so that memory requirements for eigenvoice computation
were tractable. Only the subset of speakers with a North American Accent
(wtimit-us) was used. Our previous experiment found that eigenvoice adap-
tation worked better using MLLR-based speaker adapted models as opposed
to MAP adapted ones when building the subspaces, so MLLR-based eigen-
voices were used for experiments here. One speaker is taken out for testing,
and the remaining used in the training procedures outlined in section 6.5.
The results are cross-validated across all 28 speakers, and averaged accu-
racy is shown in Table 6.6. The methods labeled MAP are identical to the
two methods, except that instead of using the synthesized whispered speech
acoustic model directly, an additional MAP adaptation step was used to
adapt from the speaker-independent whisper model towards them. The la-
bel Shared Wts refers to the joint eigenspace approach outlined in section
6.5.2. The baseline accuracy for using the speaker-independent whispered
acoustic model was 57.54%. The NIST sctk toolkit was used to compare the
recognition results from the speaker-independent acoustic model and those
from the various systems, and all diﬀerences were found to be statistically
signiﬁcant.
Our results seem to indicate that the eﬀectiveness of the additional MAP
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Table 6.6: Word recognition accuracies of speaker-dependent whisper
acoustic model produced from normal speech of said talker.
Number of Utterances
5 10 50 100 200
Baseline (SI-Whisper) 57.54%
Lin Proj. 55.28 56.41 56.56 56.45 56.28
GMM 62.42 62.06 62.12 62.50 62.58
Proj+MAP 58.14 58.36 58.18 58.40 57.97
GMM+MAP 57.99 58.15 58.18 58.44 58.03
Shared Wts 66.39 66.50 66.32 66.48 66.57
adaptation step depends on the original eﬀectiveness of the algorithm. For
instance, the linear projection algorithm produces whisper models that fare
worse than the speaker-independent model. Adding the MAP step gives pos-
itive improvements to this technique. The GMM approach produces models
that work better, and applying MAP reduces its eﬀectiveness. The most
eﬀective method thus far is to treat the whisper and normal subspaces to-
gether and allow PPCA to derive a set of joint eigenvoices. It is not clear why
this method works better, and more study into variations of these algorithms
seems necessary.
6.6 Summary
This chapter has documented numerous experiments with basic speech recog-
nition and various adaptation methods on normal and whispered speech.
Speaker-independent acoustic models trained on whispered speech data per-
form favorably compared with those trained on unwhispered speech data.
The experiments using diﬀerent adaptation techniques illustrate the com-
parative performance of various speaker adaptation techniques on whispered
speech data. Speaker adaptation has a greater impact in whispered speech
than unwhispered speech, though the reason for this is not clear.
Adapting unwhispered acoustic models with whispered speech results in
an acoustic model for whispered speech that generally works well, but the
resulting model does not perform better than a speaker-independent whis-
pered speech acoustic model. We also develop three algorithms to speaker-
adapt a whispered acoustic model using unwhispered speech data. Of these
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approaches, characterizing whispered and unwhispered acoustic model pa-
rameters in a joint subspace works the best. A promising avenue for further
work seems to be along the line of such algorithms.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
7.1 Summary of Completed Work
So far we have presented two sets of experiments, perceptual and simulation-
based, to shed some light on whispered speech and how it is recognized. Our
perceptual results are consistent with prior work in showing that whisper car-
ries much information, and despite ﬁrst impressions, phonemic voicing is not
all lost in whisper. More importantly, we can quantify how well whispering
actually works at word-level contexts. A simple experiment with context-
length shows that perhaps there is actually not much information carried
by phonemic voicing, and that contextual information which greatly aids
communication is emphasized even more in whisper.
Our experiments with speech recognition algorithms seem to suggest that
the standard approach is not foolproof. Despite claims by Itoh et al., a normal
speech acoustic model does not do well at recognizing whisper; adaptation
methods need to be used. We consider the problem of performing recognition
with limited amounts of training whispered speech, and propose a novel
algorithm to do so based on eigenvoices.
However there are many problems left unsolved. Even as we know whisper
conveys information relatively well, precisely what acoustic correlates help it
to do so remain unknown. Furthermore, the many problems associated with
speech technology, in speaker identiﬁcation, recognition, and understanding
have their counterparts in whisper, and these problems have to be further
worked on separately. We now expand on some of these problems and high-
light some possible avenues for future work.
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7.2 Future Work
7.2.1 Expansion of the wTIMIT Corpus
One drawback of the wTIMIT corpus is the relatively small number of speak-
ers. TIMIT for instance has over 630 speakers. A third stage of collection
involving fewer sentences per speaker might be beneﬁcial to the corpus. With
this addition, experiments involving speaker identiﬁcation and gender classi-
ﬁcation become meaningful to do.
7.2.2 Hyperarticulation in Whisper
The literature [63] seems to suggest that there is some hyperarticulation go-
ing on in whisper. Although some studies have been made, to date there
has been no study of the movement of the tongue. In whisper, it appears
that articulators move to preserve salient acoustic targets [53]; one question
to investigate would be the nature of hyperarticulation and what acoustic
cues it enhances. In some sense, one might wonder if a clear speech eﬀect
exists [173] for whisper  speakers could be modifying acoustic characteris-
tics such as speaking rate, number and duration of pauses, or making small
but beneﬁcial phonological substitutions [174], to ameliorate the eﬀects of
a channel perceived to be of otherwise less intelligibility. Learning about
this could let us better understand what acoustic cues are important for per-
ception of diﬀerent phonemes. One promising approach would be to collect
articulation data from speakers during whispering, and compare it to when
phonated speech is used. One method of doing so would be to use an electro-
magnetic midsagittal articulometer [175] (EMMA) or similar system to track
the movement of the tongue.
7.2.3 Discovering a Common Phonetic Process of Whisper and
Phonated Speech
Alan Poritz [176] performed an experiment in which he found that ergodic
hidden Markov models using LPCs as the feature vectors managed to discover
vowel and consonant structure in running speech. The question of whether
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or not such a method would work for whispered speech is intriguing  in
whisper, voicing cannot allow an easy segregation of phoneme classes.
An initial experiment in this vein has been considered, but results are in-
conclusive. We considered the continuous variable duration hidden Markov
model [177], shown in Figure 7.1(a). In this ergodic model, the duration of a
speech segment is explicitly modeled using the gamma distribution, and ob-
servations are modeled with a multivariate Gaussian probability distribution.
Our initial experiment to discover speech segments with MFCC vectors from
speech did not return labels that corresponded to phonemically distinguish-
able segment types. More work needs to be done  also there is a further
experiment which appears to be even more interesting.
We may want to consider the so-called multistream version, shown in
Figure 7.1(b). The motivation for this is to assume a single underlying pho-
netic process that can generate both normal and whispered speech. Such
a model would produce asynchronous streams of observations, each stream
having its own duration and observation model, which are conditionally inde-
pendent of the other given the state. In working out the mathematics of EM,
it appears that the same update equations can be used, except for the state
transitions, which are just averages of the individual per-stream computed
updates. What such an ergodic system would discover will have to be left as
a future experiment.
7.2.4 Modeling the Whispered Glottal Source as Noise
It is commonly mentioned that in whisper the glottal excitation is some-
what noise-like. It is important to conﬁrm if this is actually true. One
approach would be to examine the LPC spectra of whispered speech for
diﬀerent phonemes, and look for the poles near the low frequency regions,
which do not correspond to any formants. In this way we can test if whisper
is indeed excited by spectrally shaped noise.
7.2.5 Veriﬁcation of the Stevens-Wickesberg Result
Wickesberg and Stevens played whispered consonants /t/ and /d/ to chin-
chillas and recorded the auditory response [72]. They found that the response
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Figure 7.1: Continuous variable duration hidden Markov models.
to /da/ had a double onset as opposed to a single onset in /t/. It is not
known whether an auditory front end would produce the same result, and
this is worth investigating in detail.
7.2.6 Further Algorithms for Adaptation
In this work we have outlined some new algorithms for adapting normal
speech acoustic models to whisper. However, our method still requires some
whispered speech for initial training. The question as to how little whispered
speech we can work with is up for investigation, and new algorithms remain
to be discovered.
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7.2.7 Isolating the Critical Points in Whispered Speech
Furui [178] performed perceptual experiments involving front and back-truncated
consonant vowels in order to isolate where perceptually important acoustic
information in the Japanese syllable is found. He discovered a perceptual crit-
ical point where the identiﬁcation of the truncated syllable changes rapidly as
a position of function, which is related to the position of maximum spectral
transition. He concluded that the position of maximum spectral transition
contained the most important information for both consonant and vowel
identiﬁcation. Whether this is so for whispered speech is unclear, and is
worth investigating. Rather than conduct a perceptual experiment, an alter-
native is to use machine recognition, especially a universal classiﬁer such as
support vector machines [179] to work on features extracted from truncated
CV sequences. The identiﬁcation rates can be plotted along the timeline
and the critical point identiﬁed. In this way we can conﬁrm or refute Furui's
result for whispered speech, and this would be critical to understanding what
acoustic cues are invariant for phoneme perception.
7.3 Conclusion
In the end, this work only scratches the surface of a very deep and involved
problem. We leave the reader with numerous possible future directions to
take with this research, in the hope that exciting discoveries will await us.
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APPENDIX A
FORMANT MEASUREMENTS
This appendix has formant measurements of the vowels /a,i,u/ in ﬂuent
speech. The vowels are taken from the following contexts:
• /a/ is taken from power ([p a w Ä])
• /i/ is taken from rarely ([r e r l i])
• /u/ is taken from hindu ([h i n d u])
The utterances used were:
• A huge power outage rarely occurs.
• Does Hindu ideology honor cows?
Table A.1 show such measurements for made on the wTIMIT-us sub-
corpus, and Table A.2 for the wTIMIT-sg sub-corpus.
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